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:

Görkem ÜNER

ABSTRACT

DEVELOPMENT OF A MATERIAL CUTTING MODEL FOR HAPTIC
RENDERING APPLICATIONS
Üner, Görkem
M.S., Department of Mechanical Engineering
Supervisor: Assist.Prof. Dr. E.İlhan Konukseven
December 2007, 121 pages
Haptic devices and haptic rendering is an important topic in the burgeoning field of
virtual reality applications. In this thesis, I describe the design and implementation of
a cutting force model integrating a haptic device, the PHANToM, with a high –
powered computer. My goal was to build a six degree – of – freedom force model to
allow user to interact with three – dimensional deformable objects. Methods for
haptic rendering including graphical rendering, collision detection and force
feedback are illustrated, implementation of haptic rendering system is introduced,
and application is evaluated to explore the effectiveness of the system.
Keywords: Virtual Reality, Haptic, 6DOF Haptic Rendering, Cutting Force Model
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ÖZ

HAPTIC UYGULAMALARI İÇİN BİR MALZEME KESME MODELİNİN
GELİŞTİRİLMESİ
Üner, Görkem
Yüksek Lisans, Makine Mühendisliği Bölümü
Tez Yöneticisi: Yard.Doç. Dr. E.İlhan Konukseven
Aralık 2007, 121 sayfa
Haptic cihazlar ve haptic sahneleme sanal gerçeklik uygulamalarında gelişmekte olan
önemli bir konudur. Bu tezde, haptic cihazın, PHANToM, yüksek güçlü bir
bilgisayar ile tümleyici bir kesme kuvvet modelinin tasarımı ve gerçekleştirmesini
tanımladım. Hedefim kullanıcının üç boyutlu deforme olabilir objelerle etkileşim
sağlamasına izin veren 6 serbestlik dereceli kuvvet modelini oluşturmaktı. Haptic
sahneleme, grafik sahneleme, çarpışma algılaması ve kuvvet geri besleme metotları
gösterildi, haptic sahneleme sisteminin gerçekleştirilmesi sunuldu, ve uygulama
sistemin geçerliliği kontrol etmek için değerlendirildi.
Anahtar Kelimeler: Sanal Gerçeklik, “Haptic” Cihazı, 6 Serbestlik Dereceli Haptic
Sahneleme, Kesme Kuvvet Modeli
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The haptic devices and haptic technology have become a significant issue in virtual
reality in recent years. A haptic device gets user motion and gives user a sense of
touch with computer generated virtual environments, so that when virtual objects
are touched, they seem real and tangible. Due to this important capability, the
applications developed by haptic devices have been used in several industries
including automotive, confectionary, video industry, footwear, video games,
jewelry, molecular modeling, sporting goods and etc. Haptic technology also
impacts the medical field and haptic integrated simulations take the classical
methods places in medical field.
It is an interesting application to form shape in a virtual reality environment.
Cutting is an essential operation in shape forming task and some shapes of objects
may be thought to be formed as the result of cutting. It is known that simulation of
cutting operations will play an important role in virtual reality with the
implementation of haptic devices.
In industrial and mechanical design fields, there are broad areas of potential
research into different cutting applications like three dimensional computer aided
design (CAD), computer aided manufacturing (CAM), and rapid prototyping. The
designers used clay materials or real materials for old design applications. With
new technologies, CAD and CAM tools are used for better and faster designs. None
of these computer based tools available have allowed designers to physically get in
touch with the design while working on a computer. By the adaptation of haptic
1

technology to these computer aided tools, the users have better control and
flexibility which cannot be achieved by these computer based tools.
Cutting is also an important operation in many medical fields. In medical and
dental fields; cleaning decay of teeth, grinding of teeth and bones, reshaping teeth
and bones, and drill holes for implants are done by cutting operation. The
apprenticeship models for these operations; first see, then do, and then teach have
been mostly used as a traditional method for the training of the medical students.
The simulation of cutting operation based systems integrated with haptic
technology has become essential in the medical field. By the adaptation of haptic
devices in virtual reality applications, the users have provided various features
which cannot be achieved by classical techniques.
Plastic models are used for training in most medical areas. In dental and other
medical training artificial teeth and bones models are used which cannot provide
the level of realism. Since these artificial models are not cost effective. The use of
removed teeth or bones meets the reality requirement nevertheless its quantity is
not enough. However virtual reality applications provide not only different material
properties and level of details but also several scenarios and cases which can be
faced through real life.
The aim of cutting operation is to remove asperities on the surface of the item
processed by tools or machinery. Cutting operation has two main sides: force and
geometry. It is said that people has difficulties in carrying out precision work
without force feedback. The geometric side implies that the objects under and after
the cutting operation change their shapes. Since cutting is an operation that locally
deforms the object, physical simulation on the phenomenon is too complicated to
execute in real time.
The purpose of this thesis is to generate a haptic based cutting force model and
develop a virtual cutting operation application in which the user is able to feel the

2

deformable object by probing and then physically deform the object by different
cutting tools head shapes, sizes and rotation speeds in real time with this cutting
model. The application includes both 3D graphical deformation and 6DOF haptic
force feedback.

1.1 SURVEY OF LITERATURE
Some previous works have been done in haptic – based dental operatio n and cutting
operation. Haptic – based dental training system introduced by Ranta et al. [65].
They showed that haptic devices are capable of providing the virtual reality of dental
operations needed to equal the elastic tooth which is currently used for training.

Figure 1.1

First Virtual Reality Dental Training System Screen [64]

Thomas et al. developed a training system which enabling the operator to practice the
detection of carious lesions [80]. Their demonstration based on probing the surface
of the tooth, but their system is not considering cutting operation.
In Figure 1.2, illustration of the forces applied by the device during a dentists’
probing for dental caries is shown. The black regions are vectors describing the
direction of the exerted force. The length of the vectors is proportional to the force
exerted. The tip of the vector indicates the location at which the force was presented.
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Figure 1.2

The practice application for detection of carious [80]

Marco Agust et al. develop a haptic based simulation system to demonstrate bone
cutting operation [1] [2]. They characterized the regions of bone and they estimated
elastic forces within the bone by using an idealized sphere that is representing the
burr tip. By using experimental data, an experimental system was set up the fit the
model of bone burring.

Figure 1.3

A virtual burring sequences performed in the mastoid region

Visual simulation includes blooding, debris accumulation, and suction. [1]

Figure 1.4

A typical bone cutting sequence performed in the mastoid region

Visual simulation includes the accumulation of debris, and its masking effects. [2]
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A. Balijepalli and T. Kesavadas developed a force computation method of
mechanical machining based on the principle of spring for the path planning of robot.
[6] [7].

Figure 1.5

The path planning and the surface after extracting data. [6] [7]

Hervé Delingette et al. proposed a “tensor – mass” force model similar to the well
known “spring – mass” model [20]. They simulate cutting by elimination
“tetrahedral elements” from the model.

Figure 1.6

Deformation and cutting of the “tensor – mass” elastic model [20]

Mohsen Mahvash and Vincent Hayward presented a pre-calculation method for
haptic simulation of contact between a tool and a nonlinear deformable model [49]
and a fracture mechanics approach for sharp interaction. [47], [48]
This pre-calculation method was based on the bookkeeping of force deflection curves
stored at the nodes of “a triangulated body” surface. This method is effective for
elastic and plastic object cutting.
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Figure 1.7

Tool Contact simulation system and 2DOF haptic scissors [49] [47]

Tanaka et al. consider the cutting force to be a friction force between the tool and the
rigid body which is computed by the velocity [79].

Figure 1.8

A system that shows virtual cutting process [79]

Basdogan et al. simulate the interaction force between cutting tool and body surface
as a spring force proportional to indentation depth along surface normal and a
damping force proportional to tangential velocity [8].
A. M. Okamura et al. computed the cutting force in the simulation of haptic scissors
based on the fundamental principle of spring [60]. They chose the rotational angle of
the scissors as the variable to compute the cutting force. This method is effective for
the simulation of cutting elastic object.
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Figure 1.9

2DOF haptic scissors and graphic display system [60]

Guanyang Liu et al. develop cutting force model based experimental data. They
worked on an experimental system to determine the damping matrix and dental
parameters (stiffness of the teeth, tool type etc.) [28].

Figure 1.10

Experimental setup and system model in virtual environment [28]

Kim et al. presented a dental training system through a multi-model interface using
visual, auditory, and haptic sensations [42]. Their system is developed based on
voxel model. The collision detection and force computation of their system are based
on an offset surface.

Figure 1.11

Modeling process used in system based on voxel model [39]
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Wang et al. developed a dental preparation surgery simulation system based on the
use of triangle mesh to realize stable and realistic cutting simulations using an
impedance display haptic device [83].

Figure 1.12

The tool’s trajectory in drilling and surface burring [83]

Hong-Tzong Yau and Chien-Yu Hsu developed a dental training system based on
Point-based Models [84]. They created a new type of 3D model called as “surfel”
which is combination of “surface” and “element”. It can be used for complex
geometry with less geometric constraints.

Figure 1.13

Dental operations

The direction of force feedback and the surface after sculpting. [84]

Novint presented the virtual reality dental training system prototype [59]. System
offers a number of enhancements over current approaches to dental training: it
presents the range of enamel, dentin, caries, amalgam and pulp material properties
that a dentist encounters in the real world.
8

The haptic device provides high fidelity simulation of the “Explorer”, “Drill”,
“Carrier”, “Tamper and Carver tools”, enabling a student to practice procedures with
confidence, and a teacher to quantify a student's efforts. It offers the opportunity to
practice procedures as often as needed, with no additional cost for materials.
Working in the digital domain provides the opportunity for more precise assessment
of student progress and more efficient use.

Figure 1.14

Novint’s Virtual Reality Dental Training System (VRDTS) [59]

Konukseven et al. developed a dental training system that uses haptic device for
reality of the application. They used proxy – based spring damper system for haptic
force rendering using the OpenHaptics API’s own force model. They also implement
a vibration parameter for realism of the system. [40a]

Figure 1.15

METU Virtual Reality Dental Training System[40a]
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1.2 OBJECTIVES OF THE THESIS
The objective of this thesis is to develop a cutting model for haptic rendering
applications. The basic functions that are aimed are:
ß

To Generate Haptic Cutting Force Model

ß

To Develop a Haptic Application for Cutting Operation
o To Get familiar with Haptic Technology
o To Investigate Haptic Rendering & Deformable Object Models

The software is designed and developed considering the addition of other
parameters that effects cutting operation. Also software is a template for haptic
applications for cutting operations and general proposes.

1.3 THESIS OUTLINE
The 2nd chapter is an introduction to haptic technology and haptic interfaces.
Definitions about haptic devices and haptic interfaces will be given. The 3rd chapter
reviews the haptic rendering science, including graphical rendering and collision
detection. The 4th chapter describes the most important part of haptic rendering;
haptic force rendering. The 5th chapter explains our haptic cutting model. The 6th
chapter illustrates the design and the implementation of cutting force model to an
application. The 7th chapter concludes this thesis by summarizing the work and
discussing future directions. Literature surveys for each chapter are given in each
chapter.

10

CHAPTER 2

HAPTIC TECHNOLOGY

In this chapter, an introduction to haptic technology and haptic interfaces will be
discussed. Definitions about haptic devices and haptic interfaces will be given. The
physiology of human – haptic interfaces and the benefits of this type of technology
will be mentioned. Thereafter, schematic of human – haptic interfaces will be
considered to improve the realism of the virtual environments and the haptic
interface. Then, different types of haptics devices will be summarized, and finally
different haptic interfaces will be introduced.

2.1 WHAT IS HAPTICS?
The word ‘haptic” derives from the Greek word “haptikos”, from “haptesthai”,
meaning “to grasp, touch, or perceive”, equiv. to hap(tein) to grasp, sense, perceive.
Haptics is the scientific field that studies the sense of touch. In engineering, haptics is
the science and art of applying touch sensation to human interaction with computers
and special equipments. A haptic device gives users a sense of touch with computer
generated virtual environments, so that when virtual objects are touched, they seem
real and tangible. An example is a medical training simulator in which a trainer can
feel surface of a virtual tooth, or feel a drill drilling through virtual tooth. Haptic
interactions can feel almost indistinguishable from the real life interactions the
simulator emulates.

11

Haptic devices have varying complexities, and can move in different directions.
Force feedback devices are often described by their “Degrees of Freedom”, “DOF”.
A “Degree of Freedom” refers to a direction of movement. Common Degrees of
Freedom include the translation in X axis “right -left movement”, the translation in Y
axis “up-down movement”, the translation in Z axis “in-out movement” and roll
“rotation about the Z axis”, pitch “rotation about the X axis”, and yaw “rotation
about the Y axis”. In Figure 2.1, the macro movements and micro movements of a
phantom type haptic device shown.

a) Macro movements. Showing movement of the
PHANTOM Omni arm and the body.

b) Micro movements. Showing movement at the
stylus.

Figure 2.1 Macro and Micro Movements of Phantom Type Haptic Device

Degrees of Freedom can refer both to how a device keeps track of position, and how
a device outputs forces. For example, a mouse is a 2 DOF input device which it
keeps track of position in the right-left Degree of Freedom, and the forwardbackward Degree of Freedom. A joys tick is also a 2 DOF device, but its Degrees of
Freedom are different. Joystick rotates forwards-backward, and right-left. A force
feedback joystick is a 2 DOF device with force feedback. It both tracks 2 DOF and
gives simple forces in 2 DOF. The Phantom “Omni”is a 3 DOF force feedback
device. It tracks in 3 DOF (right -left, in-out, and up -down), and gives forces in those
same Degrees of Freedom. 3 DOF devices (and higher DOF devices) are
significantly more complex than 2 DOF devices. (Figure 2.1)
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Many commercial companies develop 3D haptic technology and products that enable
people to experience a realistic sense of touch. Using these 3D haptic devices and 3D
haptic software, users can feel 3D objects, feel their shapes and textures, feel the
dynamic properties of objects, and feel many other effects.
Although haptic devices have been available for commercial applications for many
years, these devices have historically cost tens of thousands to hundreds of thousands
of dollars.

2.2 HAPTIC DEVICES AND HAPTIC INTERFACES
2.2.1 Physiology of Human –Haptic Interface
The haptic interfaces have an important role in human interaction with virtual
environments. [68] The visual and auditory systems are lack of sensing and acting on
the environment. The haptic systems are capable of both sensing and acting on
environment.
Humans are able to sense the touch with the receptors embedded in their skins, which
are part of the cutaneous system, and receptors, which are part of the kinesthetic
system, located in the muscles, tendons and joints.
The difference between these is best illustrated by an example. Suppose the hand
holding a pen comes up to an object suspended in space. The initial sense of contact
is provided by the touch receptors in the skin, which also provide information on the
contact surface geometry, the surface texture of the object.
When the hand applies more force, kinesthetic information comes into play
providing details about the position and motion of the hand and arm, and the forces
acting on these, to give a sense of total contact forces, surface compliance, and
weight. These tactile and kinesthetic sensing occur simultaneously. While tactile is
responsible for the variation of the skin stimuli (e.g. vibration, texture), the
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kinesthetic is related to the amount of force exerted on the muscle. Both tactile
sensing and kinesthetic sensing occur concurrently.The information channels in the
human hand consist of the following of sensory receptors; mechanoreceptor, thermo
receptor, nocioceptors and proprioceptor.
The mechanoreceptors are known as touch receptors, react to mechanical interaction
between objects and human skin and convey information about spatial, temporal and
the strength of the force to the appropriate organs. The stylus of haptic device is
manipulated with the fingertips. The fingertips have special mechanoreceptors, such
as; “Meissner corpusle”, “pacinian corpuscle”, “ruffini organ”, “merkel disks”, and
“free nerve endings”. (Figure 2.2)

Figure 2.2 Human Skin with Tactile Receptors

The threshold bandwidths of information channels have to be known to provide
meaningful tactile feedback to the user, to avoid useless force -feedback rendered that
the human cannot sense, and to know how often these force-feedback have to be
generated in order to reduce the computation time. In other words, a good
understanding of these mechanoreceptors is essential to reduce the algorithm
complexity and to maintain the haptic update rate of 1 KHz.
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2.2.2 Schematic of Human –Haptic Interface
The subsystems and information flow underlying interactions between users and
force – reflecting haptic interfaces are summarized by [76], shown in Figure 2 .3. The
update rate of sense and display of human – haptic interaction must be 1 KHz and 30
Hz for reality of virtual environments.

Figure 2.3 Schematic of Human – Haptic Interface

2.2.2.1 Primary Human – Haptic Interface Loops
Although, touch is usually referred to as a sense, touch is more accurately a group of
senses perceived though the skin. There are significant differences between human
sense of touch and human visual or auditory senses. Touch is unique as a sense and
to perceive an object through touch, contact is required with the object or some
intermediary senses.
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Human Sensorimotor Loop: Sensorimotor means that pertaining to motor responses
caused by sensory stimuli. When a human touches a virtual object, the forces are
imposed on the human’s skin. The associated sensory information is conveyed to the
brain and leads to perception. The motor commands issued by the brain activate the
muscles and result in hand and arm motion.
Haptic Sensorimotor Loop: When a human manipulates the end – effector of the
haptic device, the position and orientation sensors on the haptic device convey its ti p
position and orientation to the computer. The program in the computer calculates the
torque commands due to interactions on virtual objects and sends the calculated
torque commands to the actuators on the haptic device in real time. Then
appropriated reaction forces and torques are applied on the user in order to simulate
tactual sense of virtual objects by the device motor.

2.2.2.2 Auxiliary Human – Haptic Interface Loop
These loops are not stated in [76] and other studies. Although these loops are
secondary in haptic interfaces, there have great role in hand – eye coordination. By
the help of visual and auditory loop in the haptic system, user can sense the graphics
and application better. There are special equipments for both visual and auditory
loop. The wide screen LCD monitors with fast refresh ratio, 3 dimensional projection
devices, and specially 3 dimensional glasses using stereo graphics allows user to
sense object visually. The stereo sound devices and headphones allow user to hear
the applications and results that he performs.
Human Visual Sensorimotor Loop: When a human manipulates touches or makes
any operation on virtual objects, the position of the virtual objects on the graphical
device is imposed on the human’s eyes. The associated sensory information is
conveyed to the brain and leads to perception with the other human sensorimotor
loops.
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Human Auditory Sensorimotor Loop: When a human makes any operation on virtual
objects like drilling operation, the sound of the operations of virtual objects on the
sound device is imposed on the human’s ears. The associated sensory information is
conveyed to the brain and leads to perception with the other human sensorimotor
loops.

2.2.3 Types of Haptic Devices
There are several different types of haptic devices. Haptic devices differ in their
number of DOFs (Degree Of Freedom), their haptic feedback being provided by
devices, their construction, and their ability to generate different types of outputs. In
general we can divide haptic devices into 2 main groups by their control types. Then,
we can sub group the haptic device by their construction types.

2.2.3.1 Control of Haptic Devices
There are two types of haptic devices by their control discipline. The terms
impedance and admittance come from an analogy with electronic circuits.
In mechanical systems, admittance is a dynamic mapping from force to motion. In
other words, an equation describing admittance would have inputs of force and
would have outputs such as position or velocity. So, an admittance device would
sense the input force and "admit" a certain amount of motion.
Similar to the electrical meanings of admittance and impedance, impedance in the
mechanical sense can be thought of as the "inverse" of admittance. That is, it is a
dynamic mapping from motion to force. An impedance device would sense the input
motion and "impede" the motion with some force.
An example of these concepts is a virtual spring. The equation describing a spring is
Hooke's Law,
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F = k .Dx

(2.1)

If the input to the virtual spring is the spring displacement, x, and the output is the
force that the virtual spring applies, F, then the virtual spring would be classified as
impedance. If the input to the virtual spring is the force applied to the spring, F, and
the output is the spring displacement, x, then the virtual spring would be classified as
admittance.

2.2.3.1.1 Impedance Devices:
The impedance devices sense position and velocity of the device. They are used in
the simulation to move an object/point/line. This object interacts with the scenario.
Forces are computed and returned. Moving the actuators of the motor is to produce
those forces. The haptic rendering involves collision detection and a contact response
model to compute the forces. Due to collision detection and contact response
capabilities, impedance based haptic devices are the most popular type of haptic
devices.

Figure 2.4 The Impedance Devices Flowchart and An Impedance Device

2.2.3.1.2 Admittance Devices:
This type haptic devices sense forces and move a virtual object governed by those
forces then find position constraints and move the device according to those
constraints. These devices are very good for simulating virtual walls. This type is
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bulkier and more expensive and it is used in collision detection and position
constraints models.

Figure 2.5 The Admittance Devices Flowchart and An Impedance Device

2.2.3.2 Structures of Haptic Devices
It is possible to group haptic devices into four main groups due to structures of haptic
devices.
2.2.3.2.1 Desk – Based Haptic Devices:
The PHANToM haptic devices, shown in Figure 2.5, are the most widely used force
feedback device.

It is developed at MIT and now marketed by SensAble

Technologies [75]. It provides force feedback to a stylus slipped over the user’s
hand. The PHANToM device allows users to move freely in 6 degrees of freedom (x,
y, z, roll, pitch and yaw).
The position sensors (optical encoders) are used to measure the position of the user’s
movements, with one encoder being mounted on each of 3 DC brushed motors.
These 3 DC brushed motors generate forces in the x, y and z coordinates. However,
the standard PHANToM models do not provide force feedback in the rotational
dimensions. The PHANToM 6DOF does provide rotational force feedback. These
haptic devices generate the torques are passed through a pre-tensioned cable
transmission to the linkage.
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In our studies, we use both the PHANToM Omni (Figure 2.6.a) and Premium (Figure
2.6.b) haptic devices. The device provides a maximum of approximately 10 Newtons
of force for short periods and approximately 1.4 Newtons of continues force. This is
sufficient for most interactions thought the stylus. Please see the Appendix for detail
of haptic devices that are used in our study.

A)The PHANToM Omni Haptic Device with
3DOF Force Feedback

B)The PHANToM Premium Haptic Device
with 6DOF Force Feedback

Figure 2.6 The PHANToM Haptic Device

There are other companies that are developed PHANToM type haptic devices such
as; Force Dimension’s Omega haptic device and Delta haptic device and MPB’s
Cubic Haptic device, Scissors and Freedom are some of the commercially-available
desk – based haptic devices.

Force Dimension’s Omega device

MPB’s Cubic haptic device

Force Dimension’s Delta device

MPB’s Scissors Haptic
MPB’s Scissors Freedom device
device
Figure 2.7 Other PHANToM Type Haptic Devices
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There are other desk – based haptic devices such as; The steering wheels for video
race games enable force – feedback and vibration when the race car is touching,
bumping other cars or walls during the game. (Figure 2.8.a)
The surgical scissor have two degrees of freedom, one for cutting (rotational) and
one for translational [60]. This desk – based haptic device is developed and used for
surgical trainings in order to allow the users to gain virtual experience. (Figure 2.8.b)
The haptic “iDrive Controller” developed by BMW with Immersion Cooperation
making possible to control features in BMW 7 series by navigating different menus
with the different force patterns. (Figure 2.8.c)
This system allows drivers to access numerous operations such as climate,
entertainment, and navigation with a single control. The iDrive features a single
control dial mounted on the center console. The controller allows a driver to have
instant and total control of every comfort element in the car, from the on-board
navigation system to the air conditioner to the mobile telephone, through their sense
of touch. A driver can slide the dial to choose between multiple control menus
displayed on an in-dash LCD screen, rotate it to move through lists, and push it
axially to select a list item. Minimizing dashboard clutter and maximizing usability
of automobile control functions, the “iDrive” is ideal for helping drivers keep their
eyes on the road. [12]

Steering Wheel

Surgical Scissors

Haptic iDrive

Figure 2.8 Other Desk – Based Haptic Devices
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2.2.3.2.2 Attached Haptic Devices:

Attached haptic devices have the advantage to be compact. These haptic devices are
preferred for different kinds of applications for disabled people. Some of these haptic
devices are also portable device so that users could carry the haptic device with their
selves. The HapticGear of Hirose is similar to the tension – based system having also
a stylus that is connected to device hold on the back with cables. The VTI’s
CyberTouch renders vibration to four fingertips in order to provide feedback.

a) Haptic Gear

b) CyberTouch
Figure 2.9 Attached Haptic Devices

The CyberGrasp, CyberForce and CyberTouch (Figure 2.10) developed by
Immersion have 19 degree of freedom. These haptic devices and systems are very
expensive due to this high degree of freedom.
The new wireless CyberGlove II system is a fully instrumented glove that provides
up to 22 high-accuracy joint-angle measurements. It uses proprietary resistive bendsensing technology to accurately transform hand and finger motions into real-time
digital joint-angle data.
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a)

CyberGlove

b) CyberGrasp

c) CyberGrasp System

Figure 2.10 Haptic Glove Technology

The Exoskeleton Force ArmMaster, EAM II is developed by EXOS and this haptic
device has 5 degree of freedom and additional passive freedoms designed for
comfort and the ability to adjust different arm sizes. (Figure 2.11)

Figure 2.11 The Exoskeleton Force ArmMaster, EAM II Haptic Device

2.2.3.2.3 Tension Based Haptic Devices:
Tension - based haptic devices render forces thought tension in the cables connected
to point of contact via device motors. The length of the each cable calculated by the
optic encoders determines the position of the grip. The most popular tension – based
haptic system was made at the Tokyo Institute of Technology. [13] (Figure 2.12)
These devices have two main advantages such as low cost and wide workspaces.
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Figure 2.12 Tension Based Haptic Devices

2.2.3.2.4 Combined Haptic Devices:
Combined haptic devices are bulky and very expensive. They are combination of
different haptic devices with visual stereo glassed in order to simulate the virtual
environment with fully body feedback.
PERCRO laboratory has an exoskeleton device for simulating the driving for
cockpit design optimization. (Figure 2.13) The user can feel the simulation the
driving with high degree of freedom with the help of the special glasses.

Figure 2.13 PERCRO’s Driving Simulation Combined Haptic Device

The locomotive combined haptic devices are the interfaces with fully body feedback.
These devices do not restrict human mobility such as walking or running. The
Walkthrough haptic device provides the users a feeling of presence in the virtual
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environment. In this interface, the objects all the objects are part of the virtual
environment, for example, user can push, pull and grasped the all the objects.

Figure 2.14 The Walkthrough Haptic Interface

2.2.4 Types of Haptic Applications
There are numerous developed haptic applications due to virtual reality need in
today’s technology. In many areas, virtual reality is used but with the additional
haptic devices, the virtual reality becomes more realistic and popular.
Haptics is applicable for most of the areas of computing including industry
applications, entertainment applications, medicine applications, education and
training applications, art and creation applications, marketing applications, and
military applications.
2.2.4.1. Industry Applications
Computer Aided Design (CAD) [75], Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM) tools
[78], virtual prototyping, vehicle operations and control rooms use the haptic
technology for industrial purposes. For example, an airplane rubber pedal has been
assembly in environment by using haptic technology. [22] In a CAM simulation of
machining process, haptic technology used for simulation of deformation, cutting,
turning, drilling and milling process. [85]
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2.2.4.2. Entertainment Applications
Haptic based video games and simulators provide resistance movement, in order to
feel and manipulate virtual objects in the virtual environment. [75] [58]
2.2.4.3. Medicine Applications
Surgical simulators for training, tele-medicine to render accurate tactile information
when doctor is examining a patient’s body and tele-operation to able doctors for
receiving accurate tactile feedback when the patient and the doctor are in different
locations. [64]
Haptic devices in the field of medicine are noteworthy since they enable doctors to
practice some specific movement by receiving accurate and informative tactile
feedback. Haptic technologies enable students in medicine to realistically practice
surgical procedures with simulators by duplicating touching (i.e. tactile feedback)
body tissue. For example, a group of METU people developed a dental training
system that uses haptic device for reality of the application. [40a]
2.2.4.4. Education and Training Applications
Vehicle training, maintenance training, patient education, hazardous operation,
science and mathematics education are some of the applications that are based on
haptic devices. [8] [76]
2.2.4.5. Art and Creation Applications
In [53], [71], [72] and [17], it is demonstrated that haptic devices and haptic
technologies are capable for art and creation applications. Virtual painting [12] and
virtual sculpting [5] [36] [62] applications are provides artist to create virtual arts.
The created virtual arts can be physically built by rapid prototyping machines. The
best know haptic based art applications are SensAble’s FreeForm and ClayTools. In
[75], a virtual toy figure and the product of the figure are shown. (Figure 2.13)
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Figure 2.15 Art and Creation Applications

Haptic based virtual museum applications provide to explore the virtual museum and
touch the artistic production in virtual museum.
2.2.4.6. Marketing Applications
Interactive catalogues using haptic technology are used for marketing. Virtual products
are simulated in virtual environment and by the help of the haptic device, customers can
try the products. [75]

2.2.4.7. Military Applications
Haptic applications can also be used for military training and simulations, e.g. at the
Army’s National Automotive Center, the SimTLC (The Simulation throughout the
Life Cycle) [56] use virtual reality for testing military vehicles in battlefield
conditions. In addition, the Naval Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory have
designed a “Tactile Situation Awa reness System” [57] providing precise orientation
information in land, sea and the aerospace environments to overcome problems
related to spatial disorientation of the pilot caused by errors which might occur from
momentary distraction, reduced visibility or an increased workload. French Army
has used the Phantom premium device for land mine clearance training. The stylus
was used to locate potential mines into the virtual ground.
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Tactile Situation Awareness System

The haptic Application for locating the
mines.

Figure 2.15

Military Haptic Applications
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CHAPTER 3

HAPTIC RENDERING

Haptic rendering is process which enables user to touch, feel and manipulate virtual
objects within a virtual world. Haptic rendering is includes “graphical rendering”,
“collusion detection”, and “haptic force feedback”. These main rendering principles
are all dependent to each other. It is directly effecting which graphical rendering
algorithm used when you are checki ng for a collision or seeking for a force feedback
due to this collision. In this chapter, graphical rendering and collusion detection will
be discussed. The haptic force feedback principle will be discussed in the next
chapter.

3.1 GRAPHICAL MODELING AND GRAPHICAL RENDERING
Graphical rendering is act of creating a three - dimensional object according to a
model within a computer. The graphical rendering field is one of the most important
areas in virtual reality because of its capacity to produce a “ realistic” looking world.
It is directly related with collision detection because it describes which main
graphical representation is used.
There are two main graphical representations, “volumetric based” and “surface
based” graphical representation. To summarize, haptic rendering we are interested in
efficient, robust and high-quality algorithms to render the virtual environments that
are sufficiently like the real ones and use it for collision checks.
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3.1.1 Volumetric Based Graphical Rendering
Volume rendering is a technique used to display a 2D projection of a 3D discretely
sampled data set.
A typical 3D data set is a group of 2D slice images acquired by a CT or MRI
scanner. Usually these are acquired in a regular pattern (e.g., one slice every
millimeter) and usually have a regular number of image pixels in a regular pattern.
This is an example of a regular volumetric grid, with each volume element, or voxel
represented by a single value that is obtained by sampling the immediate area
surrounding the voxel.

Figure 3.1 Volumetric Based Graphical Rendering

To render a 2D projection of the 3D data set, one first needs to define a camera in
space relative to the volume. Also, one needs to define the opacity and color of every
voxel. This is usually defined using an RGBA (for red, green, blue, alpha) transfer
function that defines the RGBA value for every possible voxel value.
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3.1.2 Surface Based Graphical Rendering
In 3D compu ter graphics, surface based graphical rendering also know as polygonal
modeling is an approach for modeling objects by representing or approximating their
surfaces using polygons.
Polygonal modeling is well suited to scan line rendering and is therefore the method
of choice for real-time computer graphics. Alternate methods of representing 3D
objects include NURBS surfaces, subdivision surfaces, and equation-based
representations used in ray tracers.
The basic object used in surface based rendering is a “vertex”, a point in three
dimensional spaces. Two vertices connected by a straight line become an edge. Three
vertices, connected to the each other by three edges, define a triangle, which is the
simplest polygon in Euclidean space. More complex polygons can be created out of
multiple triangles, or as a single object with more than 3 vertices. Four sided
polygons (generally referred to as quads) and triangles are the most common shape
used in polygonal modeling. A group of polygons, connected to each othe r by shared
vertices, is generally referred to as an element. Each of the polygons making up an
element is called a face.
These groups of polygons which are connected together by shared vertices are
referred to as a mesh. In order for a mesh to appear attractive when rendered, it is
desirable that it be non-self-intersecting, meaning that no edge passes through a
polygon.
Another way of looking at this is that the mesh cannot pierce itself. It is also
desirable that the mesh not contain any errors such as doubled vertices, edges, or
faces. For some purposes it is important that the mesh be a manifold – that is, that it
does not contain holes or singularities (locations where two distinct sections of the
mesh are connected by a single vertex).
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3.2 COLLUSION DETECTION AND METHODS
Collusion detection means by which the computer “knows” the 3 - dimensional
orientations of the multiple objects and their relationships with each other. Collusion
detection, which is also called as interference detection, clash detection and
intersection testing, is used for detecting geometrical contacts between haptic device
stylus and virtual objects. [55]
Collision detection has been known for a number of years. Many research and
industrial fields need to use it. They include robotic motion path planning, computer
graphics, games and virtual reality. Collision detection is considered as a major
bottleneck in many application areas. Several collusion detection algorithms for
orientation of multiple objects have been developed, each with its own limitations
and advantages in computer graphics. Collision detection is a critical component of
haptic rendering. It is not possible to use these algorithms for haptic rendering
systems directly, because systems including haptic rendering need fast and effective
computations processes. Techniques for fast collision detection can be used for
improving haptic rendering systems.
As mentioned in [55], using computer graphics, collusion detection in haptic
rendering algorithms can take some advantages of;
I-

Space partitioning techniques

II-

Local search approaches

III-

Hierarchical data structures

Methods used for collision detection are classified in three categories, such as;
I-

Static Collision

II-

Dynamic Collision

III-

Time – Space Approach

In collision detection, generally polynomial equations are solved for detecting the
collision. These polynomial equations can be classified as local and global methods.
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First methods are similar to “Newton’s Method”. In this type of methods algorithm
performance related with the initial guess. The following methods are based on
algebraic approaches like “Gröbner Base Algorithm” [77] Although Gröbner
techniques are slow and do not need any initial guess, accurate and fast algorithms
can be developed by resultant and matrix computation.
Collision detection algorithms are directly related with the technique to model virtual
objects depending on the application. There are criterions to select the method of
modeling virtual objects. [38]
∑

The accuracy to display virtual objects

∑

The complexity of collision detection between objects

∑

The difficulty of modeling dynamic objects

∑

The quality of deforming virtual objects

∑

The detail of the storage of the objects properties

∑

The cost of computation.

According to object modeling methods, collision detection algorithms can be
classified as;
∑

Surface Based Representation

∑

Volumetric Based Representation

3.2.1 Collision Detection Methods in Surface Based Representation
3.2.1.1 Constraint – Based Method:
This method is the most popular collision detection method both for surface based
and volumetric based representation in haptic rendering. It uses proxy point in order
to use haptic interaction point. Proxy is a point closely follows the position of the
haptic device. [66] Proxy point also called as “God Object” (GO), “Ideal haptic
Interface Point” (IHIP), “Surface Contact Point” (SCP) and Haptic Interface Point
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(HIP). It represents the end – point of the stylus of the haptic device as sensed by the
encoders. The position of proxy is determined by Lagrange Multipliers. [86]
Proxy point is illustrated with a spring model. (Figure 3.2)

Figure 3.2

Proxy with Hook’s Law Including Spring Element

Proxy is always outside of the surface. The upper circle (named “Previous haptic
Device Position”) is the stylus position in free space and proxy is virtual location of
it. In free space, when not touching an object, the virtual and physical positions of
the stylus are overlapping. There is no force – feedback generation. When in contact
with an object the haptic device position will penetrate the surface of the shape and
proxy will remain on the outside of the surface. The stylus end point penetrates into
the object. Between the proxy point and stylus end point, there will be displacement
vector and force – feedback will be generated based on Hooke’s law. During each
cycle, this method check, if the stylus is inside the object. If the dot product of the
displacement vector with the normal of the contacted primitive is negative, the stylus
is not inside the object. Otherwise, the dot product is positive, so the stylus is still
penetrating the object and the penetration depth will be computed to render the force
– feedback. [10]
Hook’s law;

F = k .Dx

(3.1)

Where;
∑

k is the stiffness coefficient of the spring
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∑

∆x is the penetration depth between proxy point and new haptic
device position.

∑
The lower stiffness coefficient of the spring gives, the softer surface the user feels.
Also the higher stiffness coefficient gives; the harder surface the user feels. This
coefficient is between 0 and 1 and large values might cause unstable interaction and
undesirable vibrations. In [70], the researcher said that “A variable can be added for
modeling the velocity to increase the reality of the rendering using damper element”.
Equation becomes;

F = k .Dx + b.v

(3.2)

Where;
∑

b is the damping coefficient of the spring

∑

v is the velocity.

Constrained – based method is keeping position of the stylus during haptic
interaction by storing the stylus’ past history. This method is used for many
applications during studies. For multi-point collision detection researches this
method is used. In chapter 4, 5, and 6, studies about this method will be given.

3.2.1.2 Implicit Surface Method:
This method is efficient for modeling the general shape of the object and for
modeling the properties of the inside and outside of the objects for collision
detection. In this method, the stylus is represented as a single point; therefore it is a
point – based interaction. The external surface, which is called S, can be described by
a function of the below form;
S(p) = 0

(3.3)

Where;
∑

S is the surface of the object

∑

P is an arbitrary location of the stylus.
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This method is useful for quickly detecting whether the stylus is inside or outside the
surface. If S(p) <0, p is inside the surface and if S(p) >0, p is outside the surface.
Also if S(p) = 0, p is on the surface S. [67]
The implicit surface method can be written as below function; [40]

S = {(x, y, z ) Œ R 3 | f ( x, y, z) = 0}

(3.4)

Where;
∑

f is the implicit function. (also called potential)

∑

(x,y,z) is an arbitrary point of the stylus in 3D space.

The function shows that the set of points for which the potential value is equal to
zero. The implicit surface function can simulates surface properties easily by tangent
to surface is calculated.
But it is difficult to determine which point on the surface should be used for force –
feedback rendering when collision is occurred. The surface normal (n) represented
for the implicit surface is computed from the gradient of the implicit function. (—f )

n = —f / || —f ||
È df df df ˘
—f = Í , , ˙
Î dx dy dz ˚

(3.5)

Smoother surfaces can be archived by computed the surface normal by interpolating
the gradient of contact point neighbors’. This method can be summarized in Figure
3.5. [67]
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Figure 3.3

Implicit Surface Method

A) Determining the First Surface Contact Point B) Finding Next Surface Contact Point

∑

The algorithm tries to determine a point on the surface of the stylus (P0) to T to
define P1.

∑

To find the next position of the stylus, a new perpendicular to T is drawn to
define P’ 0.

∑

Next the algorithm is looking for the closest distance from P’0 to the surface S,
P1 .

Implicit surface method finds the contact point approximately; therefore this method
is faster than the previous method to find the closest point of the stylus to the surface.

3.2.2 Collision Detection Methods in Volume Based Representation
3.2.2.1. The Penalty Method:
It is the earliest collision detection method which is based on interaction between
“Point & Object”. [52] In penalty method, objects volume is divided into parts and
all sub – volumes are represented with surfaces. (Figure 3.4) All sub – volumes
contain force vectors with length proportional to the interpenetration.

Figure 3.4

The Penalty Method

A) Force vectors proportional to the surface distance B) Force feedback
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When the stylus of the haptic device penetrates in to the object, force feedback is
computed from the depth of the penetration. (Figure 3.5b)
Although the penalty method is useful for simple objects, there are limitations such
as force discontinuity, lack of locality and “pop – thru” of thin objects. (Figure 3.5c)

Figure 3.5

The Penalty Method Problems

a) Lack of Locality b) Force Discontinuity c) Pop – Thru

The disadvantage of lack of locality causes the difficulty to determine which exterior
surface should be associated when the stylus is located at the centre of the object.
The other disadvantage, force discontinuity, is occurring when the stylus is crossing
boundaries of the object sub – volumes; the nearest exterior surface will change and
therefore the force magnitude and directi on will change. This gives force - feedback
discontinuity. The last disadvantage, pop – thru, is caused by insufficient internal
volume in thin objects to generate a force vector, so that the stylus goes through the
surface without giving force – feedback.

3.2.2.2. Bounding Volumes Method:
This method is a straightforward method for simple environments which can be also
used for dynamic objects. This method is used with either the Axis Aligned bounding
Box (AABB) (Figure 3.6) or Oriented Bounding Box (OBB) (Figure 3.7). A collision
is occurring if the three orthogonal projection of the bounding box are overlapping in
the xy, yz, and zx planes.
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In Figure 3.6.b the AABB algorithm is looking for a collision between the stylus
represented by the point P and o bject 1 or 2. In terms of computation, it will be ver y
expensive to check all the coordinates of both objects in the virtual environments to
identify if the point P is inside either object. Therefore, the Bounding volumes
method computes, firstly the AABB of both objects, then the algorithm checks if the
point P is inside either box before it proceeds to local collision detection.

Figure 3.6

AABB Bounding Volumes Method

a) Axis Aligned Bounding Box (AABB) computation in 2D coordinate system
b) Basic Diagram of the AABB methods

As shown above, the AABB technique does not enclose the object well. The
Oriented Bounding Box is a better technique to enclose the object tightly. (Figure
3.7.b) The advantages of OBB technique is its capability for reducing the
computation time since when the stylus is detected inside the bounding box of an
object. The stylus is either very close to the surface of the object or inside the object,
so the collision can be detected in a few iterations; consequently, the cost will be
reduced. In an OBB, there is a rectangular box located at an arbitrary orientation in
the virtual environments, and it is the hierarchical structure of the scene.
The OBBTree algorithm presented in [27] is suitable for any virtual environments
composed of many complex components with large number of polygons and even if
some components do not provide topology information. This algorithm handles
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models coming in close proximity to other objects; therefore it is able to detect
multiple contacts between objects with a remarkable accuracy.

Figure 3.7

Bounding Volumes Method

A)Axis Aligned Bounding Box (AABB) B)Oriented Bounding Box (OBB)

In order to detect overlap between two OBBs in the virtual environments, this
algorithm projects the bounding box es onto some axis in space which are not always
the coordinate axis. Each box on the axis has an interval. If OBBs are not colliding,
these intervals do not overlap, and so the axis is called a “separating axis”.
Otherwise, the intervals are overlapping and further check need to carried out to
confirm a collision between two OBBs.
Many hierarchical structures can be found in the literature such as the cone trees, k -d
trees, octrees [69], sphere trees [35] but the most efficient and reliable in terms of
computations is the OBBTree described previously. In [31], it proposes an
improvement of the efficiency of the bounding volumes by considering the
neighborhood connectivity.
The idea is to perform a bounding box and a neighborhood hierarchical tree
databases to detect collision quicker. The connectivity performs local searches to
find the subsequent contact, enabling a reduction of the computation time. The
advantages of the bounding volumes method over the penalty methods is their
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efficiency and their ability to detect exact interference detection between rigid
objects but the major drawback is the difficulty to model and calculate intersection
for non-rigid objects.

3.2.2.3. Binary Space Partitioning Method:
The Binary Space Partitioning using a hierarchical tree is another method to detect
collision based on volumetric models. ( Figure 3.8) it divides the space in the smaller
regions and enabling a quick access for the geometrical databases.
This method reduces the computation time since each region is associated with at
least one object. By this advantage, this algorithm will avoid unnecessary collision
checks when it goes through the tree from top to bottom. [79]

Figure 3.8

Binary Space Partitioning

A) Partition of the Space B)Binary Search Tree

The partitioning space of the scene is straightforward by projecting the minimum and
maximum coordinates of the different objects to the Y -axis. The Y-axis from the top
to bottom is crossed to create the tree and sort the objects.
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If dynamic objects are present and the virtual environments are quite complex, the
computation of this algorithm can increase quickly.

3.2.2.4. Voxel – Based Method:
In this method, the workspace divided into voxels. A voxel (a portmanteau of the
words volumetric and pixel) is a volume element, representing a value on a regular
grid in three dimensional space. This is analogous to a pixel, which represents 2D
image data. Voxels are frequently used in the visualization and analysis of medical
and scientific data. Some true 3D displays use voxels to describe their resolution. For
example, a display might be able to show 512×512×512 voxels.
As with pixels, voxels themselves typically do not contain their position in space
(their coordinates) - but rather, it is inferred based on their position relative to other
voxels (i.e. their position in the data structure that makes up a single volume
image).The occupancy map, which is also called voxmap, is created. The voxels take
place in this map. These voxels can have different size, or constant size. Objects are
represented by voxel arrays in the voxmap. [25] [26]

Figure 3.9

Voxmap
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Figure 3.10

Voxel – Based Collision Detection

The purpose of this technique is to check the contents of the voxel at the position of
the stylus to determine if collision occurring. In [23], it is designed voxel based
algorithm for haptic rendering but restricted to the manipulation of a single dynamic
rigid object within virtual environments composed of sta tic rigid objects. The update
rate requirement is met since the restriction has been imposed and deformable
objects are not considered.

Figure 3.11

Voxmap and Voxel Collisions

a) Dynamic Object colliding with static object as Voxmap b)Voxel Sampling

This technique represents dynamic objects by a collection of surface point samples
and surface normals oriented inwards (Figure 3.11) called a point shell. To define the
occupancy of the voxel a 2 bits memory is dedicated, thus a voxel can have four
different states: interior, surface, proximity or free space (Figure 3.11.b). Since they
use the penalty method for collision detection, forces discontinuities occur. To detect
collision, the algorithm designed updates the contents of the voxel, and concurrently
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checks if a voxel address tries to write into a voxmap (that is already occupied) by
the voxel of another object. This method is used in our collision detection algorithm
for multi point contact.

3.2.2.5. Hybrid Hierarchical Representation Method
The H-Collide is quite a robust technique for collision detection, and is composed of
two steps.
It computes a hybrid hierarchical representation of objects during the pre
computation off-line, and followed by an on -line computation. At compile time (off line), spatial decomposition algorithms partition the virtual workspace into coarsegrained uniform grid cells. Then, a bounding volumes hierarchy based on OBBTrees
is computed for each grid cell containing a primitive of the objects, and use a hash
table to store the pointer to the associated OBBTrees. During the on-line
computation, the H-Collide algorithm identifies the regions of potential contacts by
determining which cells the stylus has touched. Then, it passes through the OBBtrees in that cell to determine if collision is occurring and finally, the algorithm
computes the Surface Contact Point (SCP) to identify the exact collision position.
Frame-to-Frame coherence is integrated in this hybrid approach to cache the contact
information from the previous step if the last triangle (assuming objects are
composed of mesh triangles) is still in contact. The disadvantages of this method
compared to the previous ones, is the inevitability of the off-line pre-computation
and high storage requirement. These disadvantages make this method unsuitable for
deformable objects.
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CHAPTER 4

HAPTIC FORCE RENDERING

Haptic force rendering is meaning to touch and sensing forces by getting response
from the collision. The output of the haptic device is describes the degree of freedom
of haptic rendering system. If the output of the haptic rendering system is
components of the net force (Fx, Fy, Fz) then the system is named as 3DOF haptic
rendering. If the output of the haptic rendering system is components of the net force
(Fx, Fy, Fz) and components of the net torque (Tx, Ty, Tz) then the system is named
as 6DOF haptic rendering.

Figure 4.1

Haptic Interactions

a) Point-Based, b) Ray-Based and c) Object-Object based interaction. [11]

Figure 4.1 shows the different types of haptic interaction. In point – based, end
effecter is a simple point interaction gives of the only force acting on the object, Ray
– based interaction gives both force and torque due to shape of the end effecter.
Object – object interaction is the most complicated interaction because of multiple
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contacts between two objects. In this interaction, the output is net force and net
torque acting on the object.

4.1 3DOF HAPTIC FORCE RENDERING
3DOF haptic rendering is limited to applications where point-object interactions. Due
to its simplicity, this method is used in haptic visualization of data applications,
painting and sculpting, and some medical applications.

4.2 6DOF HAPTIC FORCE RENDERING
6 DOF haptic rendering can be applied to applications where ray-based and objectobject interactions. Due to its unrestricted capability, this method is used in advance
haptic applications, such as; medical applications, high realistic virtual environments,
virtual assemblies, etc.

Figure 4.2

Ray – Based Haptic Interaction in 2D [21]

4.3 3D MODELING & RENDERING OF DEFORMABLE OBJECTS
Modeling deformable objects is a well known computer graphics study. By addition
of the haptic force feedback, deformation of an object can be function of the force,
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collision, acceleration etc. The addition of the haptic feedback makes the deformable
objects related with not only the direction and amount of the deformation but also the
direction and magnitude forces. Modeling deformation of the objects can be
classified as “geometry – based deformation modeling” and “physically – based
deformation modeling”.

4.3.1 Geometry –Based Deformation Modeling
In many applications like design tasks, geometry – based deformation is used,
because not only these techniques are computationally efficient and fast, but also
they rely on the skill of the designer rather than on physical principles. [25] In
geometry – based deformation modeling, the objects is deformed by geometric
manipulations. Vertices or control points are manipulated and modified in 3
dimensional workspaces by user. Manipulated vertices or control points are
demonstrating the deformation. Two different types of geometric – based method are
“vertex – based” and “spline – based” deformation model.
4.3.1.1 Vertex – Based Deformation Model:
In vertex – based deformation model; Manipulation of the vertices of the virtual
object displays the deformation of the virtual object. Deforming virtual object is done
by translating each vertex within a certain distance of the collision point, along the
direction if the haptic stylus. This distance is known as “the radius of influence” [9]
This straightforward technique is based on polynomial equation. Deformation is
depended on the degree of the polynomial and coefficients of the polynomial.
A second order polynomial example with no linear deformation term (C1 =0) is
shown below [9]

The Depth = C0 + C1 + C2 (Radial Distance)2
Where,
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(4.1)

C0 = AP , Vector from the coordinates of the current position of the stylus tip
point to the contact point.

C 1 = There is no linear deformation, so coefficient C1 is equal to zero.

C 2 = - AP / (radius of Influence)2

(4.2)

The Radial Distance = Distance of each neighboring vertex, within the radius
of influence, to the collision point.

Figure 4.3

Vertex – Based Deformation Model [9]

4.3.1.2 Spline – Based Deformation Model:
In spline – based deformation model; instead of directly transforming the vertices of
the object, manipulation of the control points which are assigned to a group of the
vertices of virtual object displays the deformation of the virtual object to get
smoother deformations. [9] This modeling concept is also known as “Free – Form
Deformation (FFD)” which is suggested by Sederberg and Parry. [81]

Figure 4.4

A spline curve,

the shape of the curve is edited by moving control points a, b, c, or d.
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The curve is specified mathematically by the locations of its four control points. The
curve interpolates the control points “a” and “d”, and is tangent to two of the sides of
the control polygon. Moving the control points changes the curve in a predictable
manner.
The spline – based deformation model gives fast computational, and it is easy to
implement and easy to control deformation. Though its advantages, this model does
not simulate the mechanics of deformation.

Figure 4.5

Spline – Based Deformation Model [9]

Any point within the lattice can be defined as;
3

3

3

Q( x, y, z ) = ÂÂÂ Pijk Bi ( x) B j ( y) Bk ( z )

(4.3)

Q = BP

(4.4)

i =0 j =0 k = 0

Where;

Pijk ; the control points
Bi (x) = B j (y) = Bk (z) ; The third degree Bernstein polynomials or
Bezier basis functions.
A method for direct manipulation of free – form surfaces is suggested by Hsu et al.
[34] In this method, control points are manipulated such that the result of the
movement surface smoothly reaches its intended position by a least squares solution.
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A single point of the three dimensional object is moved an amount of DQ and
moved to a new location (Q + DQ ) .
So, Q = BP can be written as;

(Q + DQ )1x3 = B1x 64 ( P + DP)64 x3

(4.5)

As DP and DQ are the changes in the control points and position of objects. Above
equation can be written as;

DQ 1x3= B1x64DP64 x3

(4.6)

For given DQ calculating changes in the control points can be get from pseudo
inverse solution;

DP = (BT B)-1 BT DQ

(4.7)

After the changes in the control points are known, the deformed positions of the
virtual object can be calculated form below equation.

Qnew = B(P + DP)

(4.8)

4.3.2 Physical –Based Deformation Modeling

Geometry – based models for modeling deformation of objects are not realistic. They
are limited by experience and patience of the user because the system does not have
any knowledge about the nature of the objects which is deformed. In physics – based
deformation modeling, the forces are part of the motion and dynamics of interaction.
Therefore it is not needed to consider a separate computing of the forces, because the
model automatically computes the magnitude and direction of forces applied on the
all nodes of virtual model.
There are different types of physics – based deformation model as; “mass – spring
model”, “spring – damper model”, “finite – element model”, and “meshless
methods”
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4.3.2.1 Mass – Spring Model:
Mass – spring model has been used widely and effectively for modeling deformable
objects. In mass – spring model, (also known as “Particle – Based Model”) [9] an
object is modeled as all nodes (vertex) have mass and they are connected to each
other with a network of springs and dampers in a lattice structure. These nodes are
moving under the influence of both internal and external forces applied on the virtual
object. (Figure 4.6)

Figure 4.6

Mass - Spring Model

In mass – spring model, Newton’s Second Law governs the motion of a single mass
point in the lattice.

Ftotal = Fgravitational + Fspring + Fdissipative

(4.9)

Where;

Fspring = Â k Dx

(4.10)

Fgravitational = m ◊ g

(4.11)

Fdissipative = b ◊ v

(4.12)

m is the mass of point.
x is the position of the point.
b is the velocity dependent damping force constant.
k is the position dependent spring stiffness constant.
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v

is the velocity of the vertex.

g is the gravitational acceleration, it can be called as “a” acceleration.
The Euler integration method can be used for updating the acceleration, velocity, and
position of each vertex. Therefore;

Accelaration of the vertex

=>

a t + Dt =

Ftotal
m

(4.13)

Velocity of the vertex

=>

vt +D t = vt + Dt at +Dt

(4.14)

Position of the vertex

=>

Pt +Dt = pt + Dt vt +Dt

(4.15)

In order to render some specific properties of objects constraint can be added to the
total force. If constraints are rendered, the new total force exerted on the object will
be defined as,

Ftotal = Fconstrained + Funconstrained

(4.16)

There are different approaches that can implement constrained forces. For example,
the penalty methods and Lagrange multipliers can be used for calculating constrained
force.

Fconstrained ,i = (-k s G(u ) - k d ∂G(u )) J

G(u)

is the constant function that has to be satisfied.

u

is the nodal displacement.

i

is the ith node

J

is the Jacobian ( J =

(4.17)

∂G
)
∂ui

The Lagrange multipliers solve the equation for the vector Lagrange multipliers λ.

JM -1 J T l = -∂J ∂u - JM -1 Funconstrained - k g - d ∂G

(4.18)

Where, M is the diagonal mass matrix. The constrained force will be;

Fconstained = J T l

(4.19)
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4.3.2.2 Spring - Damper Model:
The spring – damper model (also known as “Viscoelastic model” [70] is similar to
the mass – spring model but with the advantage of modeling the elastic material
damping behavior. This method is the most popular method in haptic rendering
systems due to its simplicity and efficiency. There are numerous papers in haptics
rendering literature that present spring - damper models in haptic rendering. [9], [11],
[32] [84] Viscoelastic deformation can be implemented by combining elastic and
viscous properties.

Figure 4.7

Spring – Damper Model

F = k .Dx - b.v

(4.20)

Where;
k is the stiffness coefficient of the spring
∆x is the penetration depth between proxy point and new haptic position.
b is the damping coefficient of the spring
v

is the velocity.

A spring force is probably the most common force calculation used in haptics
rendering because it is very versatile and simple to use. The spring is attached
between a fixed anchor position Po and the device position P1. The fixed anchor
position is usually placed on the surface of the object that the user is touching. The
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displacement vector x = Po – P1 is such that the spring force is always directed
towards the fixed anchor position. The force felt is called the restoring force of the
spring, since the spring is trying to restore itself to its rest length, which in this case
is zero. The stiffness constant “k” dictates how aggressively the spring will try to
restore itself to its rest lengt h. The lower stiffness coefficient of the spring gives, the
softer surface the user feels. Also the higher stiffness coefficient gives; the harder
surface the user feels. This coefficient is between 0 and 1 and large values might
cause unstable interaction and undesirable vibrations.
A damper is also a common metaphor used in haptics rendering. The viscous
properties are controlled by “b”, the damping coefficient of the spring. The damper
element is used for increasing the reality of rendering by adding the velocity
parameter. Its main utility is for reducing vibration since it opposes motion. In
general, the strength of a damper is proportional to end – effector velocity. The
standard damper equation is F = -bv, where b is the damping constant and v is the
velocity of the end -effector. The force is always pointing in the opposite direction of
motion. The system can be expressed as partial differential equation, PDE. The
spring - damper model can be represented with a parallel to each other two linear
spring and damper unit called Voigt viscoelastic model. (Figure 4.7)

4.3.2.3 Finite – Element Method Based Model:
Finite – element method based model is based on dividing object in to finite
elements. This method is giving solution for complex deformable objects because
complex deformable objects cannot be solved by analytic methods. In order to study
with complex deformable objects, objects are sub – divided into small sub – elements
joint together by joint elements. [70] A finite sum of element – specified
interpolation or shape function gives the results for deformable object. The theory of
elasticity is the main theory for calculating not only deformation of the object, but
also strain and stress of each nodes of the object. The linear strain approximations are
computed in order to simulation the deformation.
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Finite element method based on the below equation;

F(3 Nx1) = K ( 3 Nx3 N ) U ( 3 Nx1)

-1

U (3 Nx1) = K ( 3 Nx3 N ) F( 3 Nx1)

(4.21)

For a 3 D object;
F is the force vector.
K is the stiffness matrix.
U is the displacement matrix which gives the deformation of object.
N is the number of the nodes. The multiplication by 3 is caused by 3 dimension
of the model. (x, y, and z) Nodes have stiffness, force and displacement values at
all dimensions.
Force vector is related with the force applied to the each nodes of the object. The
stiffness matrix is holds the properties of the objects like how hard or soft the user
will feel each node. Finally displacement matrix has the solutions of the equation and
it simulates how user will get the deformations.
The main disadvantage of the finite element method based modeling is the difficult y
of the modeling finite element method rotation. It is difficult to get a real – time
performance, also the addiction of haptic rendering techniques such as force –
feedback and collision detection) increases the complexity. Because of heavy
computation time and solving differential equations disadvantages, finite element
method is not useful for free – form computer aided modeling.

4.3.2.4 Meshless Method:
In modeling deformable objects, generation of meshes is a complex and
computationally limited process. In [38], the method of finite spheres is studied for
modeling deformable objects without generating meshes. This method is used for
applications such as physics – based soft tissue simulations.
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CHAPTER 5

HAPTIC CUTTING FORCE MODELING

This chapter focuses on the cutting tool modeling method. The techniques to render
force – feedback will be described and our method to implement cutting modeling in
virtual environments will be described.
In order to simulate cutting operation, there are two essential problems need to be
solved. First one is the cutting force model and second one is the real time display of
cutting operation. This thesis focuses on cutting force modeling.

5.1 CUTTING FORCE MODELLING
The aim of cutting operation is to remove asperities on the surface of the item
processed by tools or machinery. There different methods used in order to model
cutting operation. They have some advantages and disadvantages. These methods
can be group into three main groups; “Experimental Based Cutting Force Models”,
“Contact Mechanics based Cutting Force Models” and “Proxy Based Spring
Cutting Force Models”.
“The experimental based cutting models” are good to demonstrate the cutting
operation for non complex and straight forward operations. Experimental data taken
from experiments are stored and used for calculation of cutting for and torque. For
example, in [15], the parameters that effect the cutting force are tabled by
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experiments for different cases. They changed only one parameter and fixed the
others in order to see its effect on cutting. The cutting force has two components; the
resistant component and friction component. The cutting force is modeled with a
damping matrix and the translational velocity. The cutting calculated by the
parameters that are selected at the beginning of the application from the table, like
shape of the tool, rotational speed etc. The parameters like length and depth of the
contact is controlling by a special function during the application.

Fc = Fr + F f = mV + m || mV ||

Vxw
=MV
|| Vxw ||

Fc = K a K b K w K e F( L, H ) MV

(5.1)
(5.2)

Where;

K a = the parameter for tool shape, a =0, 1, 2…
K b = the parameter for stiffness of teeth, b =0, 1, 2…

K w = the parameter for rotational speed
w = the rotational speed

K e = the parameter for layers of tooth, e =0, 1, 2…
F ( L, H ) = the function for contact area
L = the length for contact area
H = the depth for contact area

m is the resistance coefficient.
V is translational velocity
μ is frictional coefficient
M is a 3x3 skew-symmetric matrix called as “Damping Matrix”

Although experimental based models are easy and fast to implement they have
restricted reality. They cannot demonstrated all the cases that user can apply in
physical point of view.
“Contact mechanic based models” are accurate but the models only deal with perfect
contact. For complex contact, it is not possible to generate new formulas and
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calculate the net forces. Hertz’s contact theory is used for the force models. Elastic
and frictional forces are induced and applied to calculate the reflected force to the
haptic rendering for polygonal models. [1] [2]
In [51], the net forces are tabulated for well known special cases constructed on St.
Venant’s principle which says that;
“If the forces acting on a small area of a body are replaced by a statically equivalent
system of forces acting on the same area, there will be considerable changes in local
stress distribution, but the effect at distances large compared with the area on which
the forces act will be negligible”.

Figure 5.1

An interaction between a linear elastic body

Considering this statement for all types of tool contacts over contact area S with a
single acting force F, the stress distribution, and consequently the stored elastic
energy far away from the contact place, is almost independent of the distribution of
traction over S, and accordingly, to the tool shape of each interaction.
Therefore for interactions of tool contacts over contact area S with global
deformation in which elastic energy is distributed over entire body, the total elastic
energy of the body depends on the tool force alone.
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Castigliano’s theory’s on deflection applied to interactions at S which cause global
deformation together with almost uniform displacement over S, predicts the
deflection of each point of S in the direction of the tool force F to be:
df =

∂U ( F )
∂F

(5.3)

Where; U is the elastic energy of the interaction. Equation 5.3 is almost independent
of tool shape; therefore a point representation for tool contact is sufficient. Figure 5.2
shows an example of interaction with global deformation.

Figure 5.2

Castigliano’s Theory

a) An interaction with global deformation b) An interaction with localized deformation.

To see that tool shape has a significant effect on the interaction force with localized
deformation, it is sufficient to consider the force-deflection response to a normal
contact of a small cylindrical tool shape with an infinite half space. [37]
As seen in the Table 5 .1, all the contacts are considered perpendicular to deformable
surface. This disadvantage makes these methods useless for complex contacts.
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TABLE 5.1

Normal Forces for Different Geometries in Contact Mechanics

GEOMETRY

NORMAL FORCE Fn

FLAT HEAD

2RE *d

SPHERE HEAD

3
4
R E *d 2
3

CONE HEAD

2
tan(a ) E *d 2
p

Force-deflection responses for axis-symmetrical contact of tool shapes with an
infinite elastic body. Where;
E is Young’s modulus and v is Poisson’s ratio of the material.
R is the radius of the tool tip and a is the angle of tool tip.
E* =

E
1 - v2

“Proxy Based Spring Model” is more efficient for complex contacts due to
advantage of the real time physical update of the deformable object. This model
works with physical based deformation model that stated in chapter 3. As stated in
chapter 3, there are a l ot of studies about this model. Some of them are efficient and
simple but not demonstrating the 6DOF haptic rendering. In order to use a spring
based model in cutting operation, the model has to demonstrate not only the resistant
force, but also resistant torque.

Figure 5.3

6DOF Spring – Damper Model [54]
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In [54], the environment of static objects is collectively represented by a single
spatial occupancy map called a voxmap, which is illustrated in Figure 5.4. Each
haptically rendered frame involves sampling the voxmap at every point of the point
shell.

Figure 5.4

6DOF Spring – Damper Model deformation.

The net force and torque acting on the dynamic object is obtained as the sum of all
force and torque contributions from such point-voxel intersections.
Conceptually, a copy of the haptic handle is placed in the virtual scene and is
coupled to the dynamic object through a spring - damper connection, as shown in
Figure 5.3. The real haptic handle controls the position and orientation of its virtual
counterpart. This influences the spring’s displacement, which generates a virtual
force and torque on the dynamic object and an opposite force and torque on the real
haptic handle. Spring displacement also includes rotational motion by the spiral at
the center of the dynamic object. Spring force is proportional to displacement, while
spring torque is proportional to the angle of rotation from an equivalent-angle
analysis and directed along an equivalent axis of rotation.
This 6DOF spring makes the dynamic object tend to acquire the same position and
orientation of the virtual haptic handle, assuming that the two objects are initially
registered in some manner, e.g., with the center of the handle located at the dynamic
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object’s center of mass and the handle’s main axis aligned with one of the dynamic
object’s principal axes.
The force and torque equations used here are:
Æ

Æ

Æ

Æ

Æ

F spring = k t d + bt v

(5.4)

Æ

T spring = k R Q + bR w
Where;

kt , bt = spring translational stiffness and viscosity
k R , bR = spring rotational stiffness and viscosity
Æ

Q = equivalent – axis angle (including axis direction)
Æ Æ

v , w = dynamic object’s relative linear and angular velocity

Although this method is useful for 6DOF haptic rendering, this method has note
includes cutting operation and deformation. In order to use this model, one has to
adapt it to cutting operations.
In [33], the 6DOF cutting force modeled using both spring – damper model and
theoretical equation for thrust fo rce required to drill a hole on volumetric deformable
bone model.

Figure 5.5

Real Tool Model and Spring - Damper Model [33]
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Although their model is efficient for bone drilling operation, their drilling tool is a
simple ray based sphere headed. This model does not include different types of tool
heads, frictional parameter and tool mass parameter which are important for realism
of system.

Figure 5.6

Ray Type Sphere Head Drilling Tool [33]

5.2 OUR CUTTING FORCE MODEL
After the cutting force modeling for haptic rendering literature survey, the well
known physical based spring – damper model is decided to be implemented. There
are lots of models that use spring – damper elements. We have investigated the [33]
model and it is suitable for our cutting force model basement due to its advantages.
This model is based on both spring – damper model and experimental based
equations.
The cutting force model in [33], only includes solution for sphere shaped tool head.
We implement the force and torque model for conic and flat shaped tool head. In
sphere shaped tool head, the cutter is perfectly symmetrical in three axes (x, y, and z
axis). All spring - damper systems’ end points are located on the center point of the
tool. This is an advantage for simplicatifion and computation of cutting force and
torque. On the other hand, both conic and flat shaped tool heads are symmetrical in
only two axes; in x axis, and in y axis but not z axis. Therefore all the spring damper systems’ end points are not located on the center point of the tool. Our model
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creates local centers for the spring damper models for reality of the deformation and
force and torque calculated. The difference created by the mismatch between real
tool center tool and local centers gives local torques due to shape of the tool head.
Another implementation of our model is for stiffness of the deformable body. In [33],
it is only having one type of stiffness coefficient for deformable body which means
the deformable body is homogeneous. In real life, aspecialy in materials medical
applciations, it is not realistic. We implemented the capability to have different
stiffness coefficients for deformable object related to voxels carring the information
of the object.
Our selected tool body shape is “L” shape which is complex for haptic rendering. We
also study and implement ray based tool body in our application.
“L” type of tool body is usually used by dental operator. The motion of the dental
tool is composed of translation along the cutting direction and the rotation about the
dental tool axis as shown in Figure 5.7.

Tool axis
Rotation
Translation
Tool

Tooth

Figure 5.7

The motions of the complex tool

The motion of selected tool shape contains translational and rotational components.
Assuming these two directions are orthogonal, the cutting force Fcutting is equal to:

Fcutting = Fres

(5.5)

Where;
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Fres is the resistant force component
In real world, these two components are distributed on the contact surface between
the cutting tool and the object. In haptic rendering, the haptic device can simulate
point - based contact force feedback. (Figure 5.8)

Figure 5.8

Point Based Contact

Therefore, distributed forces are modeled as they are concentrated forces that act on
the centre of the tool. (Figure 5.9)

Translation

Translation

Concentrated Resistance

Distributed Resistance
Tooth

Tooth

Figure 5.9

The Distributed and Concentrated Resistance Forces
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5.2.1 Resistant Force Component
The resistance force is the major component of cutting force. The resistant force
consists of spring – damper components. As we discussed in the chapters 4; the
spring components is related with the stiffness material property of the deformable
body. The damper component is related with the viscoelastic material property of the
deformable body.

Figure 5.10

The Resistant Components of Cutting in Deformable Voxmap

A sphere head tool for realistic force and torque feedback is shown in Figure 5.10.
The sphere represented for tool head is used to remove material thereby force and
torque is generated and conveyed to user.

Figure 5.11

The Resistant Components of Cutting
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The components of resistant force, Fres, are shown in x, y, and z direction in Figure
5.11. O’ shows the center of the tool head and O shows the tip point of haptic device.

5.2.2 Effect of Tool Shape
There are different types of tools, which are different in shapes and sizes. These
different types of tools used for different purposes and they lead to the distinction of
operators’ felling in operation. A dentist will use different cutter shapes to sculpture
the teeth according to different requirements. The size and area of tool contact can
lead to excellence of the cutting force. As shown in Figure 5.12, we have group tools
in three main groups; Sphere, Cone and Flat head to create several cutters that are
usually used, such as a round cutter, a round end cylinder cutter, a needle cutter, an
X’mas cutter, and a disc cutter. The size of the cutter can be also change.

Figure 5.12

Three Main Cutting Tool Head Groups

5.2.2.1 Sphere Shaped Tool Head
Due to natural of sphere geometry all the spring – damper sub systems is
perpendicular to the tool center. This cutting head is the simple and most efficient
tool shape due to this advantage.
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Figure 5.13
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Where;
R is sphere head tool radius, O' is the sphere head tool center, X i is the ith voxel

position. O' Xi is the distance from center of the tool to ith voxel.

O' X i
gives the
O' X i

force direction. ki is the stiffness constant of the ith voxel of the deformable body
and l is voxel size. b is the damping coefficient and V is the velocity of the tool. v is
the burr angular rotating velocity. l is a constant.
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5.2.2.2 Conic Shaped Tool Head
Due to natural of conic geometry, the spring – damper sub systems is not
perpendicular to centre of the tool, so the perpendicular distances have to be
calculated for spring – damper systems.

Figure 5.14
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Where;
O’ is the conic head tool center, O’’i is the center for perpendicular distance for conic
surface of the tool. S’i is the surface point for the related voxel position. Xi is the ith
voxel position. O' ' i Xi is the distance from ith perpendicular center of the tool to ith
voxel.

O' 'i X i
gives the force direction. ki is the stiffness constant of the ith voxel
O' 'i X i
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of the deformable body and l is voxel size. a is the conic angle of the tool. b is the
damping coefficient and V is the velocity of the tool. l is a constant.

5.2.2.3 Flat Shaped Tool Head
Due to natural of flat geometry, the spring – damper sub systems is not perpendicular
to centre of the tool, so the perpendicular distances have to be calculated for spring –
damper systems. There are two deforming surfaces of flat tool head; the lower
surface and the side surface. Due to these two external surfaces, the spring – damper
models are checked for both of them.

Figure 5.15
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Where;
h is cylindrical head tool height, R is flat head tool radius O’ is the flat head tool
center, O’’i is the center for perpendicular distance for conic surface of the tool. S’i is
the surface point for the related voxel position. Xi is the ith voxel position. O' ' i Xi is
the distance from ith perpendicular center of the tool to ith voxel.

O' 'i X i
gives the
O' 'i X i

force direction. ki is the stiffness constant of the ith voxel of the deformable body
and l is voxel size. a is the conic angle of the tool. b is the damping coefficient and
V is the velocity of the tool. l is a constant.

5.2.3 Friction Force Component
Friction is the force that opposes the relativ e motion or tendency toward such motion
of two surfaces in contact. Friction force is made up of electromagnetic forces
between atoms. When contacting surfaces move relative to each other, the friction
between the two objects converts kinetic energy into thermal energy, or heat.
Although friction force is not a fundamental force, in haptic rendering friction force
helps user to feel the virtual environment and behavior of the virtual objects more
realistic. Our haptic rendering model have two friction states: sticking and sliding.
The Sticking state means act of jabbing or poking with a virtual tool. The sliding
state means move smoothly across a surface of the object. These sticking and sliding
states are actually static and dynamic friction, respectively.

Figure 5.16

Friction Force
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Static friction occurs when the tool and the object are not moving relative to each
other, for example; the tool touching on a tooth. The coefficient of static friction is
denoted as m s .The initial force to get an object moving is dominated by static
friction. The static friction is higher than the dynamic friction, as is the case for real
objects.
Dynamic friction occurs when tool and object are moving relative to each other and
rub together (like a tool moving on tooth). The coefficient of dynamic friction is
denoted as m D , and is than the coefficient of static friction as mentioned earlier. From
the mathematical point of view, however, the difference between static and dynamic
friction is of minor importance: Let us have a coefficient of friction which depends
on the sliding velocity and is such that its value at 0 (the static friction m s ) is the limit
of the dynamic friction m D for the velocity tending to zero.

TABLE 5.2

Dynamic & Static Friction

If Ft < Fs
{
//(Static Friction)
Friction State = Sticking
State
Æ

If Ft < Fd
{
//(Static Friction)
Friction State = Sticking
State

Æ

Æ

Fs = m s F RES
Æ

Æ

Æ

FFriction = FS

Æ

FFriction = FS

{
Else
{

{
Else
{
//(Dynamic Friction)
Friction State = Sliding

State

//(Dynamic Friction)
Friction State = Sliding
State

Æ

Æ

Æ

FD = m D F RES
Æ

Æ

FD = m D F RES

Æ

Æ

FFriction = FD

Æ

FFriction = FD

}
End If
Æ

Æ

Fs = m s F RES

}
End If
Æ

Æ

Æ

F RES = F RES - FFriction

Æ

Æ

F RES = F RES - FFriction
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When the first collision is detected between the tool and object, the contacted point is
stored as the sticking point and the friction state is set as the sticking state. When the
user moves the stylus of the haptic device, a tangential resistive force is applied to
the user. The magnitude of the tangential force is decided by linear elastic law.
If the tangential force is larger than the allowable static friction force (the normal
force times the static friction coefficient), the friction force is changed to sliding state
(dynamic friction) and the sticking point is updated and moved to a new location.
In the next step, if the force is larger than dynamic friction force, we know that the
user intends to keep moving the stylus; we keep the state sliding state and move the
sticking point to a new position. If the force is smaller than the dynamic friction
force, we know that the user has stopped moving the stylus and we change the state
to sticking state.
The computation of friction force is done continuously as long as the tool is
contacting the object.

5.2.4 Gravity Force Component

In physics, gravitational acceleration is the acceleration of an object caused by the
force of gravity from another object. The gravity force is directly related to mass of
the object and gravity constant which is approximately equal to 9.81 m/s².

Æ

Fgravity

È 0 ˘
= m g = m ÍÍ- g ˙˙
ÍÎ 0 ˙˚
Æ

(5.9)

In haptic rendering, it is important to add gravity effect in to system so that the
system will be more realistic on free space applications. On cutting operations,
although gravity force is secondary type of force that the user gets, it has an effect on
overall net force. We make it optional because the haptic device stylus has its own
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weight. This default weight is similar to dental tools. In order to show different types
of tools, it is good to have an optional gravity – tool weight parameter for hand and
eye coordination.

Figure 5.17

Gravity Force

5.2.5 Vibration Force Component
In addition to the haptic forces evaluated during the cutting operation of the
deformable object, it is important to add a simple vibration effect to increase the
level of realism.
The user feels a vibration along the rotation axis of the cutter. The vibrat ion force is
related to frequency and amplitude of during the cutting operation. The vibration
force is equal to;
Æ

Æ

Fvib = Fo sin( ft )

(5.10)

Where;
Æ

Fo

is the amplitude (N)

f

is the frequency (Hz)

t

is the time related to instantaneous updated rate of haptic

On cutting operations, although vibration force is secondary type of force that the
user gets, it has an effect on overall net force and it is important to reach realistic
cutting forces.
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5.3 TORQUE MODELLING
In aviation, the three critical flight dynamics parameters are rotations angles in three
dimensions around the vehicle's coordinate system origin, the center of mass.
These angles are pitch, roll and yaw:
Pitch is rotation around the lateral or transverse axis—an axis running from the
pilot's left to right in piloted aircraft, and parallel to the wings of a winged aircraft;
thus the nose pitches up and the tail down, or vice-versa.
Roll is rotation around the longitudinal axis —an axis drawn through the body of the
vehicle from tail to nose in the normal direction of flight, or the direction the pilot
faces. The roll angle is also known as bank angle on a fixed wing aircraft, which
"banks" to change the horizontal direction of flight.
Yaw is rotation about the vertical axis—an axis drawn from top to bottom and
perpendicular to the other two axes.

Figure 5.18

Aviation Angles

In robotics, angular motions are usually described using roll – pitch – yaw angles as
explained in Figure 5.18.
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Pitch rotates around the X – axis.
Yaw rotates around the Y – axis.
Roll rotates around the Z – axis.
For “L” shaped tool; the rotation of the pitch and roll is in Phantom haptic device
around X and Z axis, however, the rotation of the yaw is not around Y – axis as
shown in Figure 5.19.
Also in “L” shaped tool, the rotation axes of the cutting tool are perfectly coincide to
haptic device stylus at roll (X axis) and pitch (Z axis) angles, but not at yaw angle.
This is an angular difference, b between the cutting tool and stylus shown in Figure
5.21.

Figure 5.19

Haptic Device and Torques

For Ray shaped tool handle; the torque of pitch T pitch and the torque of yaw Tyaw are
equal to zero. The torque of roll Troll is equal to;

Troll = Tres

(5.11)
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Figure 5.20

Z'

Ray Shaped Tool and Torques

For “L” shaped tool handle; the torque of pitch Tpitch and the torque of roll Troll are
calculated with following equations:

Figure 5.21

“L” Shaped Tool and Torques

(

)

(

)

T X = T pitch = z O' O Fres ◊ O ' Z ' O' X '

And,

TZ = Troll = z O ' O Fres ◊ O ' X ' O ' Z '
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(5.12)

(5.13)

Where; z is a constant, Fres is the force produced by collision at point O’ on the tool
head. The

O' O

is the offset distance between the tool head and the physical haptic

device end point seen in Figure 5.21.
There is an offset at the end point of manipulator and tip point of virtual tools.
(Figure 5.22) This offset helps hand eye coordination of the user and gives more
realistic virtual reality.

Figure 5.22

Haptic Device and Virtual Offset

The torque of yaw Tyaw is calculated as;

Tyaw = (z sin b )Tres

(5.14)

Where; the resistant (cutting) torque is calculated with shape of the tool head and
collided voxels.
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5.4 POWER AND MATERIAL REMOVAL
Many efforts have been taken on modeling material removal in various machining
processes, such as turning, drilling, and milling. But not every deformation model is
feasible to be used for haptic rendering that features a relatively high update rate.
In cutting process, the volume removed in one cycle is the intersection of the object
and the tool volume. In haptic rendering, however, the position of the tool is checked
by the haptic device in discrete time, the time interval is the period of the haptic
cycle.
The simplest and effective model relates the material removal to the cutting power P.
Power generated during cutting operation is equal to;

P gen = Torque ¥ Angular Speed = T w

(5.15)

Where; w is the burr angular rotating speed of the tool in cutting operation and torque
is the cutting torque calculated by cutting force.
Deformable object is built by voxels and per each voxel; there is a generated power
during cutting operation. The power generated Pgen,i of each voxel is related to the
cutting torque Ti acting on that ith voxel where angular rotation is same for all voxels.

Pgen,i = Ti w

(5.16)

There is also a power required Preq to remove the volume of deformable object. The
power required Pgen,i of each voxel is related to the unit power required to remove
the material kp of ith voxels. The unit power required is related to material stiffness
property.
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If the power generated per each voxel is equal or greater that power required, than
the ith voxel is removed. If the power generated per each voxel is less that power
required, than the ith voxel is remains. In order to remove that voxel, user has to
increase the rotation speed of the cutting tool or increase the cutting torque by
increasing the cutting force. To increase cutting force, user has to push the stylus of
the haptic device harder.
The deformation operations in geometric domain consist of two main tasks, one is
collision detection and the other is power generated for material remove check.
Before removing the voxels , collision detectio n is conducted. In the chapter 3 and 5,
collusion detection is discussed.
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CHAPTER 6

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE HAPTIC RENDERING
SYSTEM

In this chapter we will discuss the libraries and the programming language used in
the application developed for this thesis. Hardware and software components of the
system will be given. The structure and the flowchart of the software will also be
described. At the end of the chapter the user interface will be introduced and some
screenshots from the application will be given.
The task of haptic rendering consumes very much realistic of tactile feedback. One
of the main issues in haptic rendering is the ability to render realistic forces and give
user the realistic of virtual environment. This ability depends not only on the
generated force model but also on the selected architecture and the available
computer power (processor).
The software architecture defines the haptic properties that can be rendered in a
virtual environment. The hardware architecture divides the selected software
components to different computers and therefore defines the available processing
power for different processes and communication delays between those processes.
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6.1 HARDWARE COMPONENTS
The dedicated haptics processor of our hardware system is HP workstation xw8200
Xeon CPU 3.60 GHz. with 3GB of RAM, running Windows XP operation system.
Our dedicated graphic card is Nvidia Quadro FX 4500 with 512 MB graphic card.
A Phantom Premium 1.5/6 DoF haptic device and a Phantom Omni 3DoF haptic
device are used with OpenHaptics API for haptic rendering. These hardware
components are integrated in SenseGraphics [30] 3D-IW haptic immersive
workbench. Please see Appendix A for hardware specifications.

Figure 6.1

SenseGraphics 3D-IW haptic immersive Workbench

6.2 SOFTWARE COMPONENTS AND ARCHITECTURE
The haptic rendering system has the following basic software components; haptic
renderer, collision detection algorithm, 3D graphics renderer, force calculation
Model, and stereovision and sound components.
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6.2.1

Haptic Renderer

A haptic renderer creates the haptic illusions of 3D objects. It is used for calculating
the position and velocity of the stylus and sending back the calculated force and
torque feedbacks to the user through the haptic device used.
The toolkit for haptic renderer libraries used in the thesis is the SensAble’s
OpenHaptics toolkit. There are other haptic rendering APIs. The best know APIs are
Sensable’s expensive GHOST API [75], SenseGraphics’ free H3D API, [30] and free
open source CHAI3D [16]. Although all these APIs have advantages, all of them do
not support multi contact detection yet. All uses OpenHaptics API in back ground
for controlling haptic device. The CHAI3D API is tested for some haptic applications
and it is flexible and useful for new algorithms due to open source structure.
OpenHaptics is an object – oriented 3D haptic toolkit used with Phantom haptic
devices that enables developers to add haptics to the applications. [75] The toolkit is
patterned after the OpenGL® API, making it familiar to graphics programmers and
facilitating integration with OpenGL applications.
The OpenHaptics toolkit includes the Haptic Device API (HDAPI), the Haptic
Library API (HLAPI). [73] [74]. The HDAPI provides low -level access to the haptic
device, enables haptics programmers to render forces directly, offers control over
configuring the runtime behavior of the drivers, and provides convenient utility
features and debugging aids. The HLAPI provides high -level haptic rendering and is
designed to be familiar to OpenGL API programmers. It allows significant reuse of
OpenGL code and greatly simplifies synchronization of the haptics and graphics
threads.
As described in [74], The HLAPI follows graphics techniques those found in the
OpenGL API. It is an easy process to add haptic that resembles the model used to
represent the object graphically. Stiffness and friction properties of materials can be
handled easily using HLAPI. The HLAPI also provides event handling for ease of
integration into applications.
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The HDAPI is best suited for developers who are familiar with haptic programming
and sending forces directly. This includes those interested in haptics research and
remote manipulations.
It is possible to use these two APIs in conjunction to take advantage of both SDKs
for expert developers. The HLAPI is built on top of the HDAPI. It provides a higher
level control of haptics than HDAPI.
In our application, it is required to manage direct force rendering for the haptic
device in HDAPI whereas HLAPI handles the graphics and point based collison.
Force rendering with HDAPI requires efficient force rendering, collision detection
algorithms and data structures. This is due to the high frequency of force refreshes
required for stable closed -loop control of the haptic device. HLAPI enables an event
driven programming model, which eases the implementation of complicated haptic
interactions involving events like touching geometry, button clicks, and motion.

6.2.2

Collision Detection Algorithm

The purpose of the collision detection algorithm is to give information on all
collisions between virtual objects. Based on this information the object’s motion
should be constrained so that objects should not be able to pass through each other. A
lack of efficiency in the collision detection algorithm may be a bottleneck in haptic
rendering.
In the thesis, we both use the HLAPI’s collision detection algorithm and our own
volume based collision detection algorithm. HLAPI check only collisions between
surface based graphics and haptic tip point described in chapter 3. This collision is
restricted with a point contact. In order to have a multi contact force model, we have
used a voxel based representation of deformable data for voxel based collision check
described in chapter 3.
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6.2.3

Graphical Renderer

A 3D graphics renderer is an essential issue in the haptic rendering. The haptic
application must handle hand eye coordination for realism of virtual environment.
For graphical rendering, OpenGL which is compatible and independent of the
operating systems is used. By using OpenGL one can develop applications
independent of the model of the graphical card and the architecture of the processor.
It is also possible to reach several examples and documentation about OpenGL since
it has become so common in the field. Anaother advantage is; the OpenHaptics
toolkit is patterned after the OpenGL® API, making it familiar to graphics
programmers and facilitating integration with OpenGL applications.
Although voxel based model used for collision and deformation, due to real time
demands, and achieve computational efficiency and more accurate visualization, a
surface based rendering method “ Marching Cubes” is used to extrude the volumetric
model dynamically and efficiently. The marching cubes algorithm is the most
popular surface based algorithm using voxel density values because of its efficiency
to produce a high quality visualization of the object surfaces. [43] Please see
Appendix C for marching cubes method.
One of the objectives of this thesis is to use hig h level design tools to model a virtual
environments, and high level graphical rendering packages to visualize the virtual
environment. The first task is to find a good data format for representing 3D model.
For model of dental tool construction, CATIATM , a widely available CAD system
was selected. For flexibility and ease of development, OPENGL

TM

[61] and its high-

level counterparts are used as the graphics rendering software libraries. Since
OPENGLTM and collision algorithms cannot read CATIATM file format, we needed
to develop covert CATPART to OBJ.
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CATIA DATASET

3D WAVE FRONT “OBJ” DATA SET

Figure 6.2 Conversion of CATIATM into Wavefront “OBJ” format

The Wavefront “OBJ” file format is a Standard 3D object file format created for use
with 3D Graphic programs. Object Files are text based files supporting both
polygonal and free-form geometry (curves and surfaces). An OBJ file is good for
storing a description of the surface of a 3D object, composed of triangles or higher
degree polygons. Please see Appendix B for wave front file format.
Tool Main Body is controlled by an OBJ which is modeled with CATIA. Tool Head
is controlled by voxel data set an. So that user can choose different type, different
size and different properties of tool heads. Combination of tool main body and tool
head generates more realistic feedback and give more control ability.

Figure 6.3

Head and Body of the Cutting Tool
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6.2.4 Stereovision and Sound Rendering
One of the objective of the thesis is to achieve a higher level of realism in the virtual.
Stereovision and sound effects are implemented to the application. The word "stereo"
comes from the Greek word "stereos" which means firm or solid. With stereo vision
user can see an object as solid in three spati al dimensions ( width, height and depth).
It is the added perception of the depth dimension that makes stereo vision so rich and
special.
Each eye captures its own view and the two separate images are sent on to the brain
for processing. When the two images arrive simultaneously in the back of the brain,
they are united into one picture. The brain combines the two images by matching up
the similarities and adding in the small differences. The small differences between
the two images add up to a big difference in the final picture. The combined image is
more than the sum of its parts. It is a three-dimensional stereo picture.
CrystalEyes3 (Figure 6.4) is used to adopt the stereovision into the simulation
environment. This product is composed of an eyewear part and an emitter. To
achieve 3D images, the environment is rendered as stereo on the screen and the user
views the screen by the eyewear. The eyewear shutters left and right eyes view with
a frequency consistent with the refresh rate of the screen.

Figure 6.4

CrystalEyes3, Eyewear and Emitter
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The developed application has the ability to render the graphical scene in stereo
mode if the graphics card and the monitor support stereo vision. Graphics cards that
support stereoscopic buffering are able to simultaneously maintain both left- and
right-eye graphics buffers. This means that, in combination with standard doublebuffering, the board will typically maintain four buffers when in stereo display mode.
The OpenGL function “glDrawBuffer()”allows the developer to specify which buffer
subsequent OpenGL drawings and renderings should be directed to. With normal
non-stereo OpenGL double -buffering, the developer will typically draw to the "back
buffer" (glDrawBuffer(GL_BACK)), and then "swap buffers" in order to put what
had been drawn to the back buffer onto the "front buffer", which represents the
visible display.
After drawing to both the left and right back-buffers, a single “swap buffer” function
is called to put the back stereo buffers' contents to the front (visible) stereo buffers.

Figure 6.5

StereoGraphics

The left and right camera positions are adjusted along X axis. Then the frustum of viewpoints is
adjusted so that for each eye’s view the models in the target space are rendered on the screen.
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When drawing the left eye’s view to the back-left buffer, the camera position is
adjusted so that the camera is moved towards left on the X axis by half the amount of
the opening between the two eyes. Then the perspective of the viewpoint is updated
so that the left eye looks at the same target. To do this, the rectangular box,
representing the limits of the space that will be rendered on the screen, specified by
“glFrustum” function is moved toward right on the X axis by a specified amount.
This process is illustrated in Figure 6.5. Similarly when the right eye’s view is drawn
to the back-right buffer, the camera is moved to the right on the X axis by half the
amount of the opening between the two eyes and the frustum is adjusted. It is
possible to control stereovision by the application menu.
The ‘hearing’ sense of human beings is indispensable in virtual reality applications.
In addition to the visual effects and force feedback audio effect capability is adapted
to the application by OpenGL’s functions. The sound effects become active when a
rotation of cutting tool event rises. Moreover a grinding sound effect which becomes
active during the grinding operation of the deformable object is integrated to the
system. The sound starts when the tool touches the deformable object and stops when
the object is untouched.

6.2.5 Force Rendering
Force calculation model plays an important role at the haptic rendering system for
cutting operations. Depending on how the force calculation model has been
implemented, force rendering may require very fast response times. In Chapter 5, the
force calculation model is disused for a fast response time. The output force
components are cutting force, vibration force due to cutting, and gravity force due to
weight of the tool. These forces are implemented with HDAPI. Also other force
parameters; static and dynamic frictions are implemented with HLAPI. The net force
output is summation of these two calculated forces. The torque output is generated
due to the output net force and cutting operation related with rotational speed of the
cutter. It is possible to enable and disable the force and torque outputs by “Force &
Torque Outputs” panel shown in TABLE 6.2.
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The vibration force and gravity force is optional and it is possible to control by the
application menu. The frequency and amplitude of the vibration force can be control
with the vibration setting menu. These parameters are limited in order to protect the
haptic device. These control panels are shown in TABLE 6.2.
Although the HDAPI has high frequency of force refreshes (~1000 Hz), the HLAPI
has a lower frequency of event handling (~100 Hz). This difference causes problems
rendering output forces.
In order to have a stable force rendering, we implement a filter which controls the
output forces. The main idea of the filter is; if user makes a straight motion, in a
cutting operation, it is not possible to jump the resistance force to another direction
or dissimilar magnitude in every time step.
The applied filter checks the previous force and current force calculated and if the
difference “Delta Force” is so huge. The filter makes a smoothing on current force
with adding an “Epsilon” force difference on previous force. This enables stables
force outputs both in magnitude and in direction. The Delta Force and Epsilon can be
control in the software. The default values are selected as; 0.5N for delta force and
.005 for epsilon force.
TABLE 6.1

The Force Filter

Æ
Æ
Ê
ˆ
If Á FPREVIOUS - FCALCULATED ˜ > DeltaForce
Ë
¯
{
//(Update Current Force with Previous Force)
Æ

Æ

FCURRENT = FPREVIOUS + Epsilon

{
Else
{
//(Update Current Force with Calculated Force)
Æ

Æ

FCURRENT = FCALCULATED

}
End If
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6.3. STRUCTURE OF SOFTWARE
Software architecture is in multi – threading structure where the haptic and the
graphic loops share the same database. Therefore, the synchronization of the two
threads in accessing is the most crucial task to perform. Since both threads share the
same database, the structure runs on a single machine.
At the start of the application, the standard initializations for the GLUT and GLUI
libraries (GLUT-based C++ user interface library which provides controls such as
buttons, checkboxes, radio buttons, and spinners to OpenGL applications) are done.
The program is initializing the OpenGL settings and loading of the deformable object
data depending on the selected data set. The surface list of the deformable object data
in 3D voxel array is created. The model for the cutting tool is loaded and pa rameters
for it are initialized before the display and haptic threads start working.
After the initializations, the display and haptic threads are created to work. These
threads work continuously until termination of the application. The frequency of the
haptic thread has to be at least 1000Hz to render continuous and stabile forces for the
haptic device. It is impossible to reach that frequency for the graphical thread
because of the complex structures r endered on the screen. Frame rate is unnecessar y
since human eye cannot distinguish the difference between the refresh rates greater
than ~ 30 Hz.
At the beginning of the display thread, the data is updated in case of modification.
The modification of the data is a complex operation which needs a computational
workload. Therefore it is not possible to implement modification in haptic thread
which has to reach a frequency greater than 1000Hz to provide stabile and
continuous forces. Collision detection should be done in display thread to decide
whether the data will be modified or not. The collision detection can be done by
using the HLAPI’s function that can work in client thread without an inconsistency
with the haptic thread. In case of a modification the deformable object data which is
used by both the display and haptic threads will be updated. Therefore this update
operation has to be thread -safe in order to achieve force feedback consistent with the
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graphical rendering. By implementing the modification algorithm in the client thread
of HLAPI which corresponds to the display thread in the application, the data is
updated without any inconsistency. After the modification of the data, the cutting
tool, and the deformable object are rendered graphically in the display thread. The
haptic thread checks whether there is a collision between the dental tool and
deformable object. The collision is checked in collision detection thread of HLAPI
with a frequency of 100Hz. However the forces and torques are calculated and
transferred to the haptic device in haptic thread of HDAPI (1000Hz). The two main
threads of the simulation continue working until the user exits the application.
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Figure 6.6

The flowchart of the Application

The steps with ‘*’ are the standard initializations of the libraries.
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6.4. THE USER INTERFACE
In the user interface, the 3D virtual environment including the deformable model and
cutting tool are rendered with an application control menu on the right side of the
screen.

Figure 6.7

Haptic Cutting Applications

The menu can be used to adjust the properties of deformable object, change the
cutting tool geometry, size, and rotation speed, activating or deactivating the haptic
device.
In the title bar the graphical refresh rate can also be observed. Some screenshots of
the user interface during can be viewed in the figures at the end of this chapter.
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TABLE 6.2 Haptic Cutting Application Menu

Application Control Buttons are used for closing
the application, enabling or disabling the haptic
device, the cutting and the stereo vision.

Load Deformable Data Panel includes two
different data sets for deformable object; clay
cube and tooth. “Refresh Data” button is for
loading data sets after selection.
Deformable Material Setting Panel includes the
physical properties of selected deformable object,
such as; Stiffness, Damping, Static Friction and
Dynamic Friction.
Cutting Tool Setting Panel includes the properties
of cutting tool. Rotation speed of the cutting
head, cutting tool handle shape (“L” or Ray
shaped) and physical parameters of selected tool
head geometries are the parameters for cutting
tool. Show tool handle checkbox is for enable or
disable tool handle geometry.
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TABLE 6.2 Haptic Cutting Application Menu (Cont.)

Additional Parameter

Panel includes

additional

for

parameters

cutting

some

material

application. It is possible to enable vibration,
sound and gravity effects for increasing reality of
the application. “Show results” checkbox is for
printing cutting results in real time. “Enable
filter” checkbox is for enabling and disabling the
force filter.
Stereo

Vision Setting

Panel

includes

the

parameters used for stereo vision. This panel is
active when “Enable Stereo” button is used.
Vibration Setting Panel includes the parameters
used for vibration. This panel is active when
“Enable Vibration” checkbox is enabled.
Force & Torque Outputs Setting Panel includes
checkboxes for enabling and disabling the haptic
outputs; forces and torques in all directions.

GLUI Controls Panel includes “Rotate”, “Pan”
and “Zoom” special buttons for controlling the
3D graphical interface easily.
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Figure 6.8

Screenshot during grinding for different Tool Heads
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6.5. CASE STUDY
A case study for representing the dental cutting would be the best way to check the
realism of cutting force model and application realism. In haptic cutting application,
a tooth data is implemented as illustrated in Figure 6 .10. The virtual environment in
the haptic interface is the place where the reference control input is generated. The
cutting force and torque is calculated according to our cutting force and torque model
described in chapter 5 with tooth’s material properties; such as stiffness and
damping.

Figure 6.9

Dental Case Study Screenshot

It is possible to change the all parameters of cutting operation by using the user
interface of the appli cation as illustrated in Table 6.2. Using the user menu user can
adjust the mechanic properties of the tooth while experiencing the force and torque
by the haptic device. First the values of biomechanical coefficients are set to the
default values which give roughly realistic feeling.
Stiffness and damping coefficient of the tooth are set as 1.0 and the static and
dynamic friction coefficients are set as 0.3. The vibration amplitude is set as 0.3N
and frequency is 500 Hz. These coefficients are tuned by a dentist to achieve a
realistic feeling similar to real experiences of experts in the field [40a].
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Figure 6.10

Figure 6.11

Screenshot for Ray Shaped Tool with Conic Tool Head

Screenshot for “L” Shaped Tool with Spherical Tool Head
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For deformation of the tooth, different tool handles (“L” shaped and Ray shaped) and
different tool heads (Spherical, Conical and Flat) with different cutting speeds and
sizes are used. Thus, several cases are checked in application. Secondary forces;
gravity force acting on tool handle and vibration force due to cutting are also
checked.
The case study is also includes additional virtual reality basics; stereovision and
sound. Stereovision and sound feedback are seemed useful for reality of virtual
dental operations.
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CHAPTER 7

DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION

At the time of writing this thesis, the 6 DOF haptic cutting force models for complex
tool shapes have not yet been used in large scale industrial product development
project or virtual reality training systems. The first projects are about to begin so that
6DOF haptic cutting force for different tool shapes experiences about the benefits of
applying haptic rendering to product development are only preliminary. The
rendering system implemented was however tested with both ray shaped and “L”
shaped tool body having three main tool head shapes. Based on the feedback from
the cutting model, preliminary results about the realism achieved in the hand – eye
coordination are discussed.

7.1. CASE STUDY AND RESULTS
A case study for representing the dental cutting is implemented to the application.
The cutting force and torque is calculated according to our cutting force and torque
model described in chapter 5 with tooth’s material properties. The realism of cutting
force model and application is meaningful.For different tool head shapes; spherical,
conic, and flat tool are check with same conditions in order to see the realism of the
cutting tool model. The radius of sphere, conic, flat tool and the height of the conic
and flat tool are set as 0.3. The stiffness material property of the cube shaped
deformable body is set as 0.4. Figure 7.1, Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.3 are shows voxel
removed, force and torque calculated during cutting.
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Figure 7.1

Figure 7.2

Figure 7.3

Graphic for Drilling Operation shows Voxel Removed

Graphic for Drilling Operation shows Cutting Force

Graphic for Drilling Operation shows Cutting Torque
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In the test, a simple drilling operation is generated. All tool types are perpendicularly
contacted with the deformable object and pushed in to deformable body for
deformation. During collision; voxels are checked, force and torques are calculated.
At the last step, the cutters are move away from the deformable object. The
horizontal side of the tables shows the steps during drilling.
In the tables, it is clear that the physical shape of the different tools have different
characteristic. The cutting forces and torques during deformation are related to
number of collided voxels per each step. For example; the conic tool has different
collided voxel number per each step which gives increasing force and torque in ever y
step. On the other side, the flat tool has a constant which gives constant force and
torque.

7.2. HAPTIC RENDERING EXPERIENCE
The haptic rendering system implemented has been tested by three main tool head
with varying material parameters of deformable objects. Experiences vary on how
realistic the haptic rendering feel like. Some users get very good sensations about the
haptic rendering and are very enthusiastic and fascinated about the possibility to
touch, feel and deform 3D models. These users think that the rendered cutting force
model is very realistic. However, for some novice users perceiving 3D objects with
this rendering technique may cause some trouble, and this leads to incorrect use of
haptic device and therefore the haptic sensations cannot seem realistic.
As with any device, usage of the haptic device may require a little practice for a user
to be able to fully understand and get the full benefit from haptic rendering system.
Some novice users may push haptic device stylus too hard when the virtual
environment has not been understood as a three dimensional object.The opposite of
this is that the user believes that he or she is touching object even when the stylus is
far from the object. It is stated that; the Phantom haptic device’s own mass and
inertia decrease the realism of the haptic sensations. So that an external gravity force
parameter is investigated for increasing the realism of the haptic sensation due to
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mass of virtual tool. After a little practicing, manipulation of the virtual tool with
haptic device becomes more natural and the dimensions and physical properties of
the device and simulated virtual environment become clearer to the user. Interest
towards haptics also tends to give the user better sensations from haptic rendering
interface.
Experiences showed that realistic virtual environments could be created. The creation
of non deformable virtual objects was easy. Creating of deformable virtual objects
was more complicated. Deformation of virtual objects could be accurately defined,
but the processing power of the computers used limited although we had a powered
workstation.
Alternative haptic rendering APIs are also tested. The CHAI3D used for some basic
applications due to its open source property. A damping parameter is added to this
API and showed that it is possible to use this API for future works. It is flexible and
useful for new algorithms due to open source structure, but it is also not support
multi contact detection yet. H3D API is also good for new applications and it is
possible to use it with different programming languages.

7.3. BENEFITS
As described in the beginning of this study, haptic force rendering of cutting
operation is expensive and time consuming. Our force model provides a quick and
cheap way of creating cutting forces and torques. Haptic rendering increases the
realism achieved by providing touch interaction and cutting operation with virtual
objects. When virtual environments and haptic environments are synchronized so
that no perceivable delay occurs, haptic rendering provides a good realistic for the
user. Application gets much more realistic when the user is able to feel the objects
and push its button and feel the cutting forces and torques using stereovision. It is
possible to use three different cutting tool head with different sizes which give
flexibility to the application. Also it is possible to change the properties of the
deformable object.
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7.4. PROBLEMS
The stability of the implemented haptic rendering system is good when no
deformation is occurred. The deformation of the objects costs time and this may
sometimes cause delays. Haptic rendering is a huge field that includes a lot of sub
disciplines. It is hard to implement all graphical rendering, collision detection and
force rendering together with effective application. Due to this restriction, all the
methods are discussed and a good method is selected with costs time.
In order to control the output forces and have a stable force rendering, a filter is
implemented. The filter checks the previous force and current force calculated and if
the difference is so huge, filter make a smoothing on current force with a little
epsilon force difference. Implementation of this force filter is explained in chapter 6.

7.5. FURTHER DEVELOPMENT
The development of the presented haptic rendering systems continues. One task is to
find realistic haptic rendering attributes to simulate object for virtual reality. New
features will be introduced to allow interactive modification of haptic properties
during haptic rendering. A finite element based model can be built in order to
simulate the cutting force more accurate. When using a finite element model, the
system needs rapid algorithm to check collision detection and render both haptic and
graphic data.
Searching for a multi contact API to improve implemented haptic rendering system
continues. At the moment, no new useful API has been released by researchers. An
open source API can be used for multi contact researches. Hardware components
updating may be concentrated on obtaining more powerful workstations and
improving virtual reality. It is clear that as the perforce increase of computers
continues, also the rendering capabilities of the implemented haptic rendering system
will improve.
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7.6. SUMMARY
In this study a haptic rendering system for the cutting operation was implemented. A
different cutting model for haptic rendering system with the presented software and
hardware components were described. Based on the properties of cutting models, our
own model is created. It uses both ray shaped and “L” shaped tool body and three
main different tool head (sphere, conic, and flat) which seem to be the best approach
when aiming for different tool head types. This allows realistic haptic rendering of
cutting operation with complex – shaped cutting tool heads. The software
components in this study also enable control of various haptic properties.
The implemented haptic rendering system was tested with tooth model scanned with
C++. Results showed that the rendering system was able to simulate the selected
complex shaped tool head cutting efficiently with the exception of minor instability
when rendering the smallest details. The process of creating and adding the
functionality and the haptic properties to the haptic rendering deformable object was
based on voxelization. The process of creating a haptic rendering tool model from a
3D model was based on converting a CAD model to Wavefront format. Experiences
showed that creating models from Wavefront format and using in haptic rendering
systems is easy and quick.
Experiences on the selected haptic device showed that its use may require a little
practicing for a user to be able to get full benefit from haptic rendering. Also the
realism achieved from the selected haptic device, Phantom, was better that Omni
device due to capability of torque feedback.
The further development of the system is focused on increasing the usability and
improving the realism of sensation. One way of improving the usability is to partially
combine a new finite element based haptic rendering cutting model and an
experiment based pre-calculation model to speed up the process of testing different
haptic parameters.
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APPENDIX B
WAVEFRONT FILE FORMAT
The following text is describing of the .obj file;
Comment Line: Line is a comment until the end of the line
# some text
A single vertex's geometric position in space: The first vertex listed in the file has
index 1, and subsequent vertices are numbered sequentially.
v float float float
A texture coordinate: The first texture coordinate in the file is index 1, and
subsequent textures are numbered sequentially. The number of texture coordinate
does not need to match the number of vertices.
vt float float
A vertex normal: The first normal in the file is index 1, and subsequent normals are
numbered sequentially.
vn float float float
A face element: Using v, vt, and vn to represent geometric vertices, texture vertices,
and vertex normals, the statement would read:
f v/vt/vn v/vt/vn v/vt/vn v/vt/vn
If there are only vertices and vertex normals for a face element (no texture vertices),
you would enter two slashes (//). For example, to specify only the vertex and vertex
normal reference numbers, you would enter:
f 1//1 2//2 3//3 4//4
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TABLE B.1 Cube example in “.OBJ” Format
mtllib cube.mtl
# object Object #0
g Object__0
v111
v 1 1 -1
v 1 -1 1
v 1 -1 -1
v -1 1 1
v -1 1 -1
v -1 -1 1
v -1 -1 -1
# 8 verticies
vn 1 0 0
vn 0 -1 0
vn 0 0 1
# 3 normals
usemtl Explorer_Default
f 1//1 3//1 4//1 2//1
f 5//1 7//1 8//1 6//1
f 1//2 5//2 6//2 2//2
f 3//2 7//2 8//2 4//2
f 1//3 5//3 7//3 3//3
f 2//3 6//3 8//3 4//3
newmtl Explorer_Default
Ka 0.117647 0.117647 0.117647
Kd 0.752941 0.752941 0.752941
Ks 0.752941 0.752941 0.752941
illum 2
Ns 8

Figure B.1

Cube example in “.OBJ” Format

MTL file of Cube example of “.OBJ” format
MTL file format
An OBJ file may define and acce ss an external MTL file, which contains definitions
of various material types. An MTL file is an auxiliary file containing definitions of
materials that may be accessed by an OBJ file. The OBJ file must specify the name
of the MTL file by a command such as;
mltlib file_name
It is presumed that the MTL file names and defines various materials, such as,
perhaps, "shinyred" or "iron". Then, within the OBJ file, the command indicates that
all subsequence faces should be rendered with this material, until a new material is
invoked.
usemtl shinyred
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An MTL file contains a sequence of definitions of materials. Each definition begins
with a “newmtl” statement that defines the name of the material, followed by lines
specifying particular properties.
MTL File Characteristics:
ASCII; Comments begin with a '#' character in column 1. Blank lines may be
inserted for clarity. Otherwise, the file consists of a sequence of newmtl statements,
followed by a definition of various properties for that material.
The quantities that may be defined for a material include:
Ka r g b = defines the ambient color of the material to be (r,g,b). The default is
(0.2,0.2,0.2);
Kd r g b = defines the diffuse color of the material to be (r,g,b). The default is
(0.8,0.8,0.8);
Ks r g b = defines the specular color of the material to be (r,g,b). This color shows up
in highlights. The default is (1.0,1.0,1.0);
d alpha = defines the transparency of the material to be alpha. The default is 1.0 (not
transparent at all) Some formats use Tr instead of d;
Tr alpha = defines the transparency of the material to be alpha. The default is 1.0
(not transparent at all). Some formats use d instead of Tr;
Ns s = defines the shininess of the material to be s. The default is 0.0;
illum n = denotes the illumination model used by the material. illum = 1 indicates a
flat material with no specular highlights, so the value of Ks is not used. illum = 2
denotes the presence of specular highlights, and so a specification for Ks is required.
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APPENDIX C
MARCHING CUBES
In developed application, the dataset is implemented in a matrix structure in which
the original marching cubes algorithm is applied for data management and for
generating a 3D model of deformable model. The object is built up of cubes that
consist of one density value in each corner. Different vertices are created along the
edges of each cube using linear interpolation depending on the relationship between
the voxel values. A normal vector is calculated for every vertex. (Figure 6.4) When
all vertices are taken together, the triangles form the surface of the object.

Figure C.1

The Triangulation using the Marching Cubes Algorithm [43]

There are 15 different possibilities that triangles can be constructed a cube, and
different rules are applied to connect the different triangles creating the surface of the
object. (Figure C.1) Based on the voxel density of each vertex, the normals of the
triangle are calculated and these normals are interpolated to give a smooth surface.
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Figure C.2

The 15 different possibilities that triangles can be constructed
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